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CHAPTER I
INTROO roTI (J{

This essay is intended to be an exploration, preliminary and introductory,
of Maritain's writings on questions of art and poetry.

Gathered together,

these writings are now sufficient in quantity of prinCiple and detail to exist
a,s an independent aesthetic.

The importance of

Mar ita in

as a philosopher is

sufficient assurance that his &esthetic will be valuable, even if its value is
not already assured us by the

testim~

of a multitude of voices.

Unfortunately, however, the voices praise but do not explain.

In June of

1944 James Collins pointed out the fact that "Maritain occupies a lofty but

lonely prominence in aesthetics.

Catholic thinkers have done little to exploit

his suggestions about art, beauty and poetic experience."l Since then the
writing about Maritain's aesthetic has contined to be limited to reviews and to
short articles.

The consequence is obvious: disorganized comments are made on

elements selected from his writing according to the interests of the reviewer.
The result is a certain confusion, each interpreter seeing Maritain's basic
terms differently.

Philip Wheelwright, for example, is impressed chiefly

~

the realist epistemology implicit in Maritain's aesthettc. 2 For him therefore
the crucial concept in Maritain is that of an interpenetration of subject and

!commonweal, LX (June 11, 1954), 249.
2Sewanee Review, 62 (April, 1954), 292-304.
1

2

object, and he identifies four "key" terms according to this point of view:
poetry, intentionality, interpenetration, and emotion.
the four words are important in Maritatn's theory;

One can say only that

to define them, however, in

terms of a union between mind and reality is to obscure their more essential
meanings.

In like manner, E. A. Sillem, writing in

!l!!

Dublin Review,3

obscures Maritain's central theses by making the hub of his theory what is only
a spoke.

For 5illem, Maritain's "key problemtl 18 the question:

!IV/bat has

united all the different spiritual and bodily powers of the artist a"ld brought
them to act in such striking concord with each other?,,4 The result of 5illem's
search for the answer is a very inadequate accotmt of Mar1tatn's theory.

A

much better accOtmt 1s given by Victor Hamm5 because he sees that a basic ques~

!!!!

tion in Creative Intuition in

~

ship between art and poetry.

It is 1n answeringth1s questim that Marltain 18

led to define both and to

ana~e

Poetry 1s that concerning the relation-

in detail the nature of poetic intuition.

Nonetheless, the brevity of his essay preclooes anything more than the barest
sketch of a few of Maritain's

proble~.

Because these are typical examples of the rather numerous but always brief
treatments of Maritaints aesthetic, it 1s apparent that what is needed is

~

study which shall be at once more comprehensive in its survey of the theory and
more thorough in exposing its root. terms and coosequent propositions.

Hence

th1.s essay involves a search for the terms and the problema they are employed

3Dublin Review, 229 (Summer, 19S5), 116-187.
4!2!2.., p. 177.
StlCreative Intuition and Scholasticism,fI America, 90 (October 31, 1953),
127-129.

3
to solve.

It is not an attempt to evaluate the terms, the propOSitions, or the

val1dity of Marltain's conclusions.
phers and aesthetlcians.

Such evaluations must be left to philoso-

What is intended is an exposure of his theories such

that their implications for literary criticism will be Deen.
point of view, which is its principle of construction.

Hence this e88.,'s

The essay is Aot organ-

ized histortcally--according to the way in which Maritaln's lnterests and
theories developed, although, to be sure, thls development nIl be indicated.
Nor is it organized simply
define those.

a~ound

certain key terms, although its effort is to

Rather, to gain the desired perspective, it is organl.zed around

a tetrad of terms designating different major areas of critical concem:

(1)

poetry, or the nature of the activity which constructs the artlfact; (2) poet,
the nature of the being who performs the activit;n (3) poem, the nature of the
resultant artlfactJ (4) audlence, the nature of the art.1fact as experienced and
criticized by the reader.

For Marttaln, of course, all aspects of the work of

art are understood in terms of events In the poet' s mind.

"Let us bring out

attention to bear on the general structure of the activity of the mind.,,6 this
is the interest informing his entire aesthetic.

Nonetheless, the tetrad of

terms is a valid principle of organization even for a cognitional aesthetic,

and will effect an exposition of its implications.
The ess., will, then, concem itself first with Maritain's concept
the "work-making activity". of the human mind.

of art,

The distinction between specula-

tive and productive vlrtues on which this concept is based is the first key
concept 1n Meritain's aesthetic.

The second is the concept of beauty, as a

~rita1n, Creative IntUition, p. 310.

4
transcendental and as characterized by integrity, proportim, and clarity.

It

is the role of beauty in this activity which is art, and its impact on that
activity, which leads Mar1tain to his next major term, poetry.
one who imposes form on matter.

The artist is

In the case of the useful arts, the form is so

regulated by exigencies of the object to be made (the requirement of a clock to
tell time, for example) that the role of beauty must be subsidiary.

But in

those arts traditionally called Urine," the presence of the beauty of form may
so enamour the artist that he neglects the need of form for atter in which or
through which to shine.

It is this neglect, in modem art, of the material

conditions in which things exist 1n order to lrearch out and possess the beautiful form by which they exist, which leads Maritain to an exploration of the
nature of the artist's vision.
Thb third major concept-poetry, or poetic intuition-is made definable
by an examination of the scholastic concept of God's creative idea, in relationship to which the artist's is both analogously similar a."1d properly different.

The chief characteristic of this poetic

~owledge

is its connaturality

(that is, it 18 a knowledge. in which the self and the thing known, thoUgh differing materially, have the same fom and hence are revealed, as i t were,
through each other), because it 1s the self-thing content thus demanded which
determines the emotive and experiential nature of that

!~owledge.

Th!' most

crucial concept here, it seems, is Maritain's definition of emotion as intentional, or as that which causes to know.

It is crucial because, if poetic

knowledge 18 to be at once valid knowledge and yet distinctive knowledge, it
must have a distinctive, non-conceptual medium for knowledge.

That is, if the

intellect (tntellectus) is to operate validly in poetic knowing, and if the

,
concept 1s proper to the intellect as discursive reasm (ratio), there must be
some cognate to tho concept when the intellect is operating non-discursively.
nd this is the intentional emotion, emotion as form.
Because this intentional emotion is awakened at the roots of subjectivity,

and because subjectivity as such is not knowable (the self is knowable

on~

if

the not-self is simultaneously known), this hidden knowledge must, if it is to
become explicit knowledge, result in the making to exist of a thing.

Unless

the thing comes to be, a knowledge of it and the self connatural with i t will
remain hidden knowledge.

Therefore Marttain' s discussion of a completed 1'lork

is an examination of how poetry 1s interiorized in an artifact.

Moreover, be-

cause the artifact is a result of art, and because beautiful art must be characterized b,y the threefold characteristics of beauty, Marita1.n t s dir,cusslons
of artifacts must also involve the relatimship between poetry and art, and the
way beauty informs artifacts.
Finally, the essay will examine the possibilities of this theor,y as a
basis for a critical method, and the way in which this theory must deal with
the art-morality problem.

CRAPI'ER II
POETRY.

THE ESSENTIALS OF "ART"

In 1943 Maritain wrote, "In my book

~

!!!!.

Scholasticism I intended to

consider the essentials of art rather than the nature of poetry.

Later on it

was this ~sterious nature that I became more and more eager to scrutinize."l
In fact, the only noteworthy additions to the prospectus on art contained in
~ ~

Scholasticism are an essay called

Ransominp.'

!!:!! Time.

!!!. ~ ~ Poet!7.

~'Sign

and. Symbol, It published in

and a summary comprising chapter two of Creative Intuition

His other works deal primarily wi.th hi.s ccncept

or

poetry.

We can begin by brlefl7 sketching Maritain's version of the essentials of art.
The first four sections of hiB book-length essay, Art

~

Scholasticism.

deal with the essentials of art considered generically, that is, art as an activity of the mind proper to both useful and fine arts.

The fifth chapter,

"Art and Beauty," limits the consideration of art's generic qualities by introducing what determines the "fine" (in Creative Intuition, the "self-su.ffictent" ~
arts--beauty.

After establishing the transcendental nature of beauty, Maritaln

must show how art, Which deals with a transcendental value--hence one common to
all artifacts (though proper on17 to the fine arts)--can nevertheless require
rules which are determined by the needs of individual artifacts.

He shows this

in chapter six; this 1s actually the first statement of a problem--the rules

lJ. Maritaln, Art and Poetry, trans. E. de P. lI.atthews (New York:
Philosophical Llbrar.Y; 1943), pp. 9-10.
6

or

1

art versus the transcendent demands

or

beauty--which recurs frequently in later

work and is in fact a central theme of Creative Intuition.

He next shows how

those rules or any pattern imposed from without can prove a danger (chapter
seven) , ~ unless they work through the virtue of art (Christian art a case in
point, chapter eight).

Finally, he shows how this necessity for making rules

vitally appropriate to the unique needs of a work is a condition appUcable
even when the artist is concemed with pattems or rules of IIlOrality (chapter
nine).' There arv two key concepts infonalng the entire essay:

that of the

division of mental activities into speculative and practical; that of the
transcendental nature of beauty.
Generically speaking, the classification of art depends on the ancient
distinction between the

wa.:rs

in which mind works:

directed toward knOWing in

order to rest therein; directed toward knowing in crder that the lmowledge may
be used for something else.

To establish one of these directions in the mind

so that the mind is empowered by it is to put oneself in possession of a condition perfecting thllt mlnd in its operations, a condition or power called a
virtue.

Art is the power of the mind by which the mind directs knowing for the

sake of making.

Art is the virtue of the intellect practicing.

It fits into

a scholastic scheme of the intelleotual virtues as follows:
I.

II.

Speculative virtues (truth of knowing)
. A. Understanding of first principles
B. Science (produces knowledge demonstratively by attributing causes)
C. Wisdom (in tho natural order)
Practical virtues (tr~th of directing)
A. Prudence: directs acting as such (realm of w111, morality)
B. Art: directs acting so as to produce

This sketch reveals the compan'ionsh1.p
exploits at length of throe reasons:

c~

prudence and. art, which Maritain

(1) to find theoretical bases for dis-

8
tinctions without which the relations between art and moral tty become confused;
(2) to determine the role played in art by the appetitive faculties; (3) to
establish the need in art tor rules.

The art-morality problem we shall con-

sider later; here it suffices to locate, in the
tinction Maritain draws between the way

or

~

the mind operates, the dis-

art am the way of morality.

In the

practical order artistic and moral activities tend to affect each other; nonetheless, they are distinct.

Moreover, their ends are such that art can warp

the appetitive facult1.es cCl'lsidered as human without 1mmediately warping the
artistic faculties as such.

Because man is both Maker and Man, this distinc-

tion in ends to be achieved creates a source

or

conflict with which Maritain is

much concerned.
A third calsideration arising from the distinction between art and prudence
leads to a discussion

or

the rules of art.

For prudence, concerned with acting

as such--hence the exigencies of a unique situation in which action is determined bonly by' the quality of the action, not by the needs of a fixed objecthas no fixed rules.

Art, concemed with the making

or

things, is pre-ordered

by those definite rules by which things are made, oy which, for example, a

clock can be made to tell time.

But a proper understanding of these rules of

art requires two major considerations.
(1) Beauty, because it is a transcendental, will result in certaln alterations in the rul.as of art.

No generic rules can go"em the making of the

beautiful object because no genus can exhaust a transcendental.
pact

or

It is the im-

the beautiful on art which creates those distinctions by which we sep-

arate the arts into what are usually designated the Useful and the Fine.

(This

distinction was not made in the mediaeval period because the social hierarchy

9

imposed silence on that individualism which the unique demands of beautY' suggeat to the workman.

Nonetheless, beautY' was created, for art was sufficiently

strong to achieve sqeial ends without distorting the unique ends of the beautiful object.)

"Recourse must be had to the metaphysics of the ancients to dis-

dover what they thought about BeautY', and a progress thence made to Art to see
what happens when the two terms meet." 2

First, then, the metaphysics or

beautY', and then "what happens. It
Maritaints definition of the beautiful can be treated under the follow1ng
headings:

the nature of beautY'; beauty in terms of its effects; beauty as

known in the beautiful object;- beautY' as it affects the poet.

ODder the first heading, the relevant distinction to be made is that between transcendental beauty and aesthetic beauty.

As such, beauty is a trans-

cendental, but as related to the human order, beauty 1s that 1Ihich pleases not

merely an intellect, but an intellect in sense.

The senses do themselves cm-

tain a kind of proportion, or harmOfty', which must be satisfied; hence the ugly,
though a thing can be said to be beautiful to the extent to Which it has being,
it I'IIBY' be ug17 to the senses.
An examinatim of beauty's proper effects can be built around Aquinas's
definition:

beauty is that which, when seen, pleases.

The phrase

~

which

indicates that beauty belongs to the object; the observer delights not in the
knowing but in the object known.
light.

Here we can d1stingulsh between joy' and de-

There is a joy which comes with the release which follows understanding

2J • Maritain, Art ani Scholasticism: with Other Basys, trans. J. F.
Scanlan (New York: Char-res Scribner's §ons-;-i946), p. i.

.
10
and a joy in the mere exeroise of reason.

But properly poetio experienoe is a

delight, or an enjoyment 1n the possession of the good object.

(Is not litera-

ture burdened with examples of aorostio works whioh demand an intensified menta
aotivity, the successful oompletion of which results in joy, not not in the
possession of a beautiful object?)
The phrase

!!!!!! ~

means that the beautiful JIlUst be known intui'tively.

IJ.

It cannot" be designated by the conoept, as a novel cannot be understood in te
of its theme alone.

We actually turn away from the radiance of a w<rk's beauty

when we attempt to conceptually realbe it.

Ccnceptual discourse oan, however,

prepare us for the intuition and it can lead us to tt; thus Maritain believes
that the artist's friends who

mow

his intentione can derive more enjoyment

from his work than can others.
The beautiful is that whioh pleases.
pleased, though not preolsely as senses.
isty an itohing sensation.

The senses, first of all, must be
The beautiful, that ls, will not sat-

Rather the senses will find something in the object

whioh ls proportioned to them, something 19hich suits their nature to the degree
to whlch the intellect is working in them.

Because t,he experience (experienoe

is knowledge in the presence of, and beoause of the pre['ence of, the obje~t) is

of the beautiful, the intellectual function 1s its essence.

Thus the role of

the senses is formally only secondary and negative--that can be beautiful which
does

~

disgust the senses.

And those senses most capable of serving the

intellect-sight and hearing-will be able to contribute most to the intuitive
dellght in beauty because they wl11 not interfere with the focusing ot the 1ntellectual powers.
The intellect mll be pleased in two ways:

it will find pleasure in the

u
exercise of its powers of knowing;

it~"

:.. tural appetite for being will be

allayed in the act of knowing the object.

But, because aesthetic beauty, or

beauty in the material object, is not essentially different from transcendental
beauty, which is anal.ogcus, it will awaken in the «server a sense of longing

'"

for transcendent beauty.

(This is the basis for the doctrine of correspondence

enunciated in Poe and Bandelaire.)

A yearning, OYer and above the sense of

delight in the immediate object, will be one of the indications of the presence
of the beautiful.
The emotions too will be aroused.

But except for the happy fullness pro-

cured to the mind and satisfying (not completely) its natural deSires, other
emotions-passions or feelings resulting from the intellectual delight and joy
-are posterior, extrinsic to what tormall,v constitutes, the beautlful • .3
We recognise beauty b.r its effects, primarily the delight it affords the
mind.

But if it delights the mind, it is an excellence to be understood in re-

lationship to mind, and hence we work with Aquinas's definition of beauty's
essence,

beauty is that which has integrity (the mind likes being), proportion

(the mind likes order and unity), and clarity (the mind likes light and intelligibility).

The variety of opinions as to the nature of the beautiful 1s some-

what explained when we remember that, because beauty is a. transcendental, every
beautiful object will be beautiful in its

01fll

way.

Furthermore, integrity and

proportion are relative to the end of the artist, not the ideal type of object
represented.

One cannot judge a work of art by reference to such an ideal type.

The artist's worth lies in his ability to 1mitate, not create.

.3ef. J. Maritain, Creative Intuition ~ ~
Books Inc., 195.3), p. 8.

!!!!. Poet!Z

The question

(New York: Pantheon

l2
of subject matter, in this view, is almost impertinent, because matter 1s mly

the material cause by which form can be revealed.
The poet himself must implicitly observe the demands of aesthetic beauty.
The art which is concerned with beauty tends, because the first principle of
beauty is purely intellectual, to move away from the requirements of the
senses, tends to force itself to transmit transcendental beauty, to create an
'tangelic" art.

The temptation here is to become so enamoured of being, of

beauty itself, as to preclude all beings fram one1s art; hence the tendency of

.

modern art toward the void,

the artist originally sees beauty in things, but

refuses to reexpross the things in an attempt to hold en to beauty itself.
he does not know beauty.

But

he lalows only beautiful things, and must remain sub-

ject to things in h1s 'Work.
"What h.3.ppens t' when beauty meets art is that the rules of the genus art
are modified, its intellectual nature is emphasized so as to make it resemble
a speculative virtue.

(This is an adumbration. of modem art's gnostic tend en-

cies, that is, its belief that by a sight of form it has come to possess a
transcendent, secret wisdom.)
generiC:

Rules are medif1.ed because the end 1s never

every beautiful object is beautiful in its own way just as avery

object is in its own way_

And because the arts which deal with beauty aim

simply to produce intellectual delight, they are more obviously intellectual
than the useful arts.

Because they create an object the value of which is not

as a means, but as an end (the sight of beauty perfects the intellectual natur~
it does nat. provide it nth a tool), this kind ot art resembles a speculative
virtue.

However, the distinction between the arts created by a. considerati.on

of the demands of the beautiful is not an essential distinction, because both

13
belong to the genus art.

In!tl!!!2.. Scholasticism Marit8.in gives more emphasis

to the distinction on the basis of the difference in end pursued.

This differ...

ence is less emphasized in Creative Intuition, where beauty becomes the end
beyond the em of art (the DBking of the object). and where even those arts
primarily concerne.d with utility tend to engerxier in beauty.4
(2) Thus the second fact to be remembered in dealing with the rules ot art
is that "Art remains always essentially in the sphere of !laking and it is by

drudgery upon some matter that it aims at rejoicing the spirit. n5 The fine
arts remain among rules.

Maritain's chapter on "The Rules of Art" Is divided

into two major sectionsl

rules pertinent to art generically considered, and

those rules considered as specific to the fine arts.
Generically, the important dbtinction is between customary and operative
habits.

The concept of virtue is again at the root of Marita.in's discussion:

customary habits become those "self-adjusting formulae lt6 and methods based on
a mechanistic treatment of 11fe.
the artist·s spirit.
the mass of men.

But true habit, or Virtue, is a quality of

It folloW'S that this quality will distinguish him from

-

It follows, also, that habits can be said to farm the artbt.
.

Hence .from the artist's point of'view, rules, or the structure of his habits,
are imperative.
To make is to impose form on matter, to formulate.

From the point of view

of the work as well, therefore, rules (formulations) are imperative.

4~., p. 175
5Marltaln,

~ and Scholasticism, p. 28.

6~., p. 32.

Matter

must be treated in certain ways to be discovered by the artist whose practicing
intellect has achieved the requisite power.
volved with rules, but

l~viEi

Art therefore is

essentlal~

in-

rules.

If man were an absolute creator, his formulations would be completely new,
although still of the nature of rules.

As it is, what he gives he has received

granting that an original genius ,,111 discover hitherto invisible rules for
treating matter, nenetheless the bulk of creative work depends ott a heritage of
skills and principles and culture. 7
With specific reference to the fine arts, i4arltain indicates cert3in peculiarities in artistic rules.
of beauty as a transcendental.

Again, the root of this discussion is the concept
li"or beauty's "infinite amplitude!! must always

be uncapturable, in any complete way, by the particular work.
discovery of a

The original

way in which a piece of mattu" can be made to reveal form will

result in certain rules, of course, but without the original visien a repetition of those rules w1ll almost certainly result in their death.

Elusive

beauty, caught sight of by a trickery of mechanical adjustment too fine to be
l:?lueprinted, must ever be sought for in neW ways.

This readjustment of tech-

nique, perhaps of genre, Maritain calls a renewal.

As for the useful arts--a

clock capable of telling time need never change to fulfill its purpose.
• more important demand of t,h3 fine arts 1s that fC'r a caaplete involvement of the artist.

In making a clock, the :reason alone suffices to adjust

means to a Willed end, which is separate from the work being done.

But in

making works for the sake of beauty, ale is making ends, not. mans, and. the

-

7Ibid., p. 35.
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appetitive faculties must be intimately bound up with the process.
And because. the em is original a."ld proper to the parsm, it will be determined by what he is:

"A good disposition or the appetitite is necessary,

for everyone judges his particular ends by what he himself actually is: 'as a
man is, so does the end appear to htm. t .. 8

This 1s a brief statement of a prin-

ciple, of the connaturality, or lmial of self and thing known, of poetic kn.-ledge,

which Marita1.n will develop at length in Creative Intuition.
Thirdly, the rules of the fine arts wi 11 be charaoterized by the same !

posteriori kind of formulation that oharacterizes the rules governing a prudent
aotion.

For the way in which an artistic end is achieved can be as unique and

new and dependent on unformulable ciroumstances as i.e a prudent aotioo.
, Finally, in Creative Intuition, a fourth diversity between the rules of
fine and useful arts is disoussed.

This is in addition to th9 three diversi-

ties mentioned above as analyzed in

~

and Soholasticism, and reveals Maritain'

new interest 1n the natura of the oreative spirit itself.

For the pri.ma.ry rule

in the useful arts is the satisfaotion of the need whioh originat.ed the artistic
process; but for the fine arts the basic rule 1s "the vital actuation or determination through whioh this

~ee

creativity of the spirit expresses itself

first and foremost-and to which, therefore, the JD1ndand tho hand of the
artist must first of all be 10.1&1."9 That actuation is the task of the creattve intuition, whioh givc-c; form. to the fluid spirit of man and which cootains,
Virtually, all of the finished wark.

8!EM.., p. 38.
9Maritain, Creative Intuition, p.

59.

16
Although these divergent tendencies can be noticed, it would not be true
to say that there is an essential difference between fine and useful arts.
"But with all that the threshold of art has not yet been crossed. telO The term
properly complementary to art is what Marltain will call "poetry." We see
this term, because poetr.y is the result of the

e~eative

in

intuition which origi-

nates the artistic aetivlty, that Which leads Maritain to distinctions between
poetry and poem, and between the poetic nature and the man who wr1tes poetry.
These dlstinctions tor Ma.ritatn are valid:

they are based on a point between

the creative intuition virtually experienced and that intuition actualized by
art.
Noting the area in which is engendered Mar1tatn's definition of poetry
(because there must be something responsible for the differences between useful
and fine arts as traditionally ,conceived),

we can :return to his discussion of

art generically COt'ls1dered.
Though art is essentially involved with rules, those rules cannot be 1mposed from without.

In chapter seven of

!!:! !!!! ScholastiCism,

Maritain takes

up various types of impurities in art which result from attempts to impose pattems on it from without rather than allowing its own pattems to engender from
within.

These impuri:t.1.es are mechanical logic; manual dexterity; servile imi-

tatton; brute emotion; and thesis.
Cbe of Maritain's fundamental contrlbutiona to philoeoph7 is his tnai8tence on treating reason as a faculty so broad and deep as to take
of its workings, an elusiveness, a

lOIbid.

~stery,

00,

in some

contrary to the COJll11Ot'lly held mean-
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Lng of ratlcnal.

Art is logical because it is essent1ally of the mind, but the

logic which characterizes it is organic, evolving, immanent.

"It must be

steeped in logic, not in the pseudo-logic of clear ideas, not in the logic of
knowledge and demonstration, bIt in the working logic of every day, eterna.lly"
mysterious and disturbing, the logic of the structure of the Uving thing, and
the intimate geometry of nature."ll
poets. n12
OUB

"Even chance is logical in the heart of the

Martta1n's approach to art 1s guided by this feeling for its DtYsteri-

self-originating and self-revealing nature, hence it becomes empirical and

! posteriori.
Because art is of the mind, it is not only" logical, but intrinsically free
of manual dexterity, which is at best an instrumental cause of the realized
piece of work, extrinsic to, though a requisite condition of, art.
A third impurity in art is caused by servile imitation.

Maritatn distin-

guishes between servile imitaticn and imitation properly urxierstood, that is,
between 1mi tation as a material and as a. formal element of the work of art.

He

rejects, as the subject matter for art, the Platmic Ideal; he rejects realistic
reproductims of life; he rejects things as they ought to be-and any form of
artistic exemplar ism, based as it JlUst be on some mOOe of idealism.
therefore is not to copy reality nor to create any ideal form.

To imitate

If the intentior:

is to create the ideal-what ought to be-then the artist is as limited as he
who copies naturalistically.

And to attribute a "what ought to be" cmcept to

Aristotle's term "ideal" is to make his term Platonic.

llMaritaln, ~!!!! Scholasticism, p. 41
12~., note 1.

No, imitation must be
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understood as a working like nature, a disposing or im1tation or material elements in such a way as to "make the brilliance of a form, the light of being,
shine. tt13

Before there can be form, there must be a structure, or symbol,

which can reveal it.

This structure is known immediately by the m1m and the

senses-it DIll.fIt be knowable; and because the mind knows what 1s in nature, the
way the work of art is made will be in some wayan imitation of what the m1nd
has learned from nature.

.But the mind and senses know the object-words, color

volume, line, sound, image, etc.-only that they may know that which is beyond,
that which is meant by these objects:
more than cmceptual, meaning.

the brilllant form 1Ih1ch glves them,

Here again is a point crucial in lIaritaint s

interpretaticn of much of modern arts

for the mind to get through the IIIlterial

at the work to the form radiant in it, it is necessary as a preconditim that
the material be intelligible.
symbol of something else.

That which itself cannot be known cannot be a

(Unless we recognise, for example, a flag, we could

not d isvover 1.ts symbolic content.)

Thus I

it the obscurity be too great, if the symbols cease to be sYDi>ols, and
become puzsles, the nature of our faculties will begin to expostulate.
The artist is alwqs to a certain extent doing violence to nature, and
yet 1f he did not take account of this necessity, he would be offending,
in a sort of idealist vertigo, the material PT subjective conditions
which art is humanly constrained to satbf'y.14
The radiant forms the artist discovered i.n reality cannot be actualized into
art unless he is willing to reproduce, to imitate, a sufficient amount of reality to allow a revelation of those fonns.

-

l3 Ibid ., pp.45-46.
lhIbi,ol
---:.:,...., p

. 48.
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To grasp Maritaints use of the term imitation it is necessary to remember
that for him God is the supreme artist whose beauty, the source of the human
artist' a, is inherent in the way things are; that appearances, hOllfever, as frequentlY hide the secrets ot things aa flesh can hide the soul, and that the
artist in thrusting appearances aside may create what seems a distortion of
reality; that, finally, the artist will naletheless be essentially imitating
reality's secret

~

of being, as well as the artist's own.

Two other impurities ion art are brute emotion and thesis.

It is essential

to the beautiful that it deUght, but this is delight created by and dominated
by intellectual perception, not merelY nervous and muscular stimulation.
n!3ffect is to produce emotion, but if it

!!!! at

Art's

emotiGll, at affecting or

rousing the passions, it becomes adulterate, and another element of deceit
thereby enters into it."15

One can argue that this precludes a concern for

emotional response, but it seeu, rather, merelY a distinction between superficial emotiGll and emotion proper to an intellectual experienoe.
"The term thesis will be applied to any intention extrinsic to the work

itself, when the thought inspired

b.Y such an intention does not act upon the

work by means of the artistic habit moved instrumentallY, but puts itself in
juxtaposition to the habit so as itself to act directly upon the work. n16
Didactic art can exist only when the ideas emerge from the fabric of the intuiticn.

The criterion for this is the unity of the faculties; thesis "betrays

calculation, a dualism between the intelligence of the artist and his sensi-

lS!2!2...,

-

p.

50.

16Ibld., p. 51.
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bility, which the object of art 1s to have tmited.,,17
The term opposed to art is poetry.
By Poetr.y I mean, not the particular art which consists in writing verses,
but a process both more general and more priau"y; that intercommunicatim
between the inner being of things and the inner being 0.£ the hU'llan Selt
which 1s a kind of divination • • • • Poetry, in this sense, is the secret
life of e~ch and all of the arts; another name for what Plato called
mous1ke.l~
.
Cile of the two main problems explored in Creative Intuitlm 1s the problem of
the distinction, yet the "indissoluble relatiOtlship" of art and poetry.

It is,

in a way, the problem of content and form, inspiration and expression, poetry
and poem, poet and poetry.

The solution lies in what has been outlined above.

Poetry 19 the divination of the spiritual in sense because poetry is the
"pulse" or "melody" created by form's penetration into matter and its glimmering therein.

Art is the process, the intellect at work making something, which

brings that music, intuition, viSion, into concrete existence.

For poetry is

contacted in a dark night; it is beauty only virtually present, only vaguely
glimpsed.

ene does not "know" it until its form has been completed; the form

does not shine until the matter has been designed.

Hence, although the terms

are distinct, they are indissolubly bound because the very existence in act of
poetry depends on art.

Nonetheless, we can speak, because the terms are dis-

tinct, of a man as a poet although he has not written poetry (if we believe his
personal testimony regarding his intuitions); we can also speak of poetry which
is distinct from any individuating elements of a work.

l1 Ibid •
l811.arita.1n, Creative Intuition, p. ).
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It is because, in examining modern art, he was struck with its desire to
liberate itself from the work-making activity of intellect and hence from
reason (logical reason) that MaritB.in was led to his interest in poetry, the
cause of that activity.

He noted that artists were shedding art for the sake

of that, which inspires it:

they were eliminating the material conditions of

art for the sake of holding on to the spiritual, the formal, transcendent
beauty-poetry, itself. And Maritain is led, then, to explain this phenomenon.
His explanation involves the deepest exploration of the nature of poetic knowledge in the act called "creative intuition."

CHAPTER III
POE'l, THE NATURE OF "POETRY"

Maritain' 8 major philosophical work is the

De~rees ~

Knowledge.

His

theory of art and poetry is also epistemological (and epistemology, for him,
is

a branch of metaphysics) in nature, and we can place his treatment of

poetry with those of a continuum of thinkers--all approaching it through the
faculties of the artist--from the German romantics and Coleridge to Freud and
Jung, Croce and Bremond.

In

TI!! Degrees 2! Knowledge

Maritaln writes of:

• • • one of the fundamental themes of this book: that there are in the
very world of the mind itself structural differentiations and a dlversity
of dimensions whlch it is above all necessary to recognize, and, if we are
to escape the gravest errors of interpretation, the greatest care must be
taken to assign to each type ~f thought its exact situatioo in this form
of transcendental topography.
Ka.ritain's exploration of the dimension or "situation" of poetio knowledge began early when, discovering Aquinas, but under the lmpaet of Bergson and a re-

jection of a sclentistic concept of the intellect, he wrote on intultlon. 2 In
other essays, as well
ideas are planted.

8S

in the 1920 edition of

~ ~

scolastique, the seminal

But lt is in 1927, with the essay "Frontleres de la Poesie"

(added to the 1927 edition of

~

!! scolastique) that Marlta1n makes his first

lJ. Maritain, The Dee;rees of Knowledge, trans. Bernard Wall and Margot R.
Adamson (New York: O'harles Scribner's Sons, 1938), p. 389.
2See for example, "L'intuitlon. Au sens de connaisance instinctlve au
~ ~ Phllosophie, 23 (1913), 5-13.

d 1 inclina{ion,"
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2)
explicit statement of the principles responsible for Creative Intuition.
the intertm between "Frontiers" and Creative Intuition came not only
Degrees

!!!.. Knowledge

tion to other types

1938.

~

(19)2), which briefly locates poetic knowledge with rela-

or

knowledge, but, more important,

the key essay of which is "The Freedom of Srog."
essays of

In

!!!! Situatiro 2!.

~ ~

Poetry (1935),

Finally, there aloe t!lA two

Poetq, the Frenoh edition of which was published in

All of these works are now translated.
Although, in consistency of thought, the works can be treated together,

we might review Maritatn's theories prior to Creativ,!! Intuition, noting haw
they build the fourxiaticn for that work, and noting as well aspects of development and change

or

emphasis.

We have already mentioned that Marltaln's interes

was generated by the contemporary attempt by' artists to rid themselves of any
adherence to the material ccndltions of reality.

His explanation of the attemp

to impose self on nature is given chiefly by an exploration of the ca'lcept of
the creative idea of God as defined by the schoolmen.
comes the

analo~e

God's creative idea be-

by which he attempts to comprehand the

fl

frontiers" or U.mi ts

of the artist's creativity.
A compariscn of Divine ideas and the artist's ideas is valid because both
types are formative of things, rather than, like human
things.

C~~~9pts,

formed by'

The artistic idea

is an idea of making or dOing, a spiritual and immanent object contemplat
in the mind, born of and nourished by the mind, living by the life of the
mind, the immaterial matrix out of which the work is produced in being, an
idea formative of things and not formed by them.)
This is the heart of Maritain t s theo17.

But a comparison of God's ideas with

3Maritatn, "The Frontiers of Poetry, II ~.!!!!!. Soholasticism, p. 69.

I"'"
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those of the artist reveals, as well, certain limi tattoos in the artist.
creative idea is appropriate to a soul-body being.

His

Hence his idea is not, like

God's, purely intellectual form) it is always filtered through the senses.
,
Moreover, it is an idea dependent upon the way in which a human learns-through
the

sense~.

"God sees in Bis ideas ever.y way in which His essence can be man-

ifested and to their pattem He makes creatures • •

...4 But man must make

accord ing as he was made, and will reveal in his work the ways of thinp:s which
he was taught by reali.ty.

These two limitations determine the failures of both

abstract art and "realistic" art.
The failure of abstract art 1s its attempt to achieve divinity.

"To order

contemporary art to exl.st as abstract art, discarding every cCl1dition determ1ning its existence 1n the human 8,uject" is to have it arrogate to itself the

.

aseity or God. lt )

The three subjective conditicn8 of art become its 11mitsl

it

is of man, and therefore involved with things; it, is in man, and therefore
dependent upon his p<M'ers (this is the heart of the art-morallty interdependence) J it 1s for man, and cannot live if it
sources and final causes which nourish man.
to achieve pure creation

~~

OU1:.8

itself' orf from the social

The conflict between art's attempt

the necessities originating from its subjective

conditions in man, as a quality o:t man, is the conflict. of modem art.

Maritain

illuminates this conflict by see1ng it simultaneously from a diversity of

new-

points based on art's multiple causes.
As tor realism, it errs in the opposite direction, attempting to ignore

4~., p. 10.

-

-'Ibid.

2$

the fact that nart's most tundamental demand is that the 'Work make apparent not
something else already made, but the spirit from which it prooeeds ... 6 Thus
Maritain's concept

or

ceived, 1s of an art
ality.

making, whlch 1s
ha~

ayn~ous

with 1mitatian

tarmal~

between pure oreation and a pure copying ot

con-

rEt-

The artist's idea "transforms, removes, brtngs closer together, trans-

figuresJ it does not create. n7

The difference between reality as it originally

feeds the artist's hunger for beauty and the way it appears tn the work is the
result of the artist's own idea, which, if it is not transtorming reality, 1s
not being artistic.

But the creativity ot the selt is a concept not here de-

veloped at any leny,th; it, and the seeing ot art as a history of the growth of
human selt-consciousness, are merely sketched.

l4arttain is,})rimarily concemed

with discussing the dangers ot the extremes:

making poetry an absolute; making

poetry a slave to reality or to social needs.

Indeed, the latter halt of the

essay (sections ten through t1tteen) proposes that the quest for artistic absalutism has led and will conttnue to lead man to a choice between fatth or deatruction.

Hence we may be

(Il

a verge ot na revival ot art as important as the

advent of C1mabue and Giotto.n8 Again Maritain gives us a clue to modern art,
this ttme in its obvi0U8 relb:ious strivings.
The same theological approach to art characterizes "An Essay on Art,"
which in 1930 was added to

~

!!!!! _Sc;;..;h....o;.;;la-.-st....1;,;c;.;;i;.;;.sm;;.;.

But a deepening knowledge of

contemporary art leads him further along this parallel between God's and the

6xbid.,

p. 74.

7Ibid.

8~., p. 83.
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artist's creative idea.

If the artist's creative idea forms things, it is be-

cause of the creativity of his selt.
modern art's egoism.

This, too, is an attempt to explain

"The Freedom of Sang, tf beginning with a thorough relltate-

ment of the parallel and the dangers to art of absolutism, progresses to an exploration of the content of the artistic intuition of self.

Artists are not

more self-conscious of their art because a growth of art demands, 1n virtue of
the selt..reflexive nature of artistic knowledge, self-consciousness, seltcreativity.

What they seek in this exhausting and dangerous exploration of

self is poetry.

And here begin the definitions which ultLmately account for

Creative Intuition.

Poetry., first of all,

beCtDeS

analogous to music.

"No-

where better than in music does there appear to the philosopher the very mysterious nature of the creative idea, or faotive idea, that plafs a central role
in the theory of art. n9

More important., Maritain defines the emotional nature

of the artistic idea, the emotive idea, ar tandentlal emotion, a key term in
his epistemology of art.
As far the creative idea, it appears to consciousness especially, in
truth, as a decisive emotion, but an emotion transverberated by intelligence, a little cloud at first, but full of eyes, full of imperious
viSioning, charged with will, and avid to give existence; and if the affective tone imposes itself before all on our knowledge of ourselves, in
reality what 1s of chief import in this intelligenced emotion is the invisible and intentional dart of intuition. 10
This cognate of the speculative concept is then explored by means of its analogue-the divine idea.

The limits are again shown:

man's "freedom of song"

is limited because the music he discovers is not himself alone but things on

9Maritaln, "The Freedan of Song," ~ ~ Poetry, p. 78.
lOIbid., p. 81.
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1fhich he depends, and he cannot. sing therefore without things and obedience to
the demands they make.
subjection of the

Nonetheless. his greatness will be his creativity, his

~~terial

order to the formative powers of his own spirit.

"In proportion as the artist approaches his pure type and realizes his most
fundamental law, it is indeed himself and his own essence and his own intelli~ence

of himself that he expresses in his work; here is the hidden substance of

his creative intuition. nll

But his own essence, as contained in the central

intuition of himself, is not the stuff of art, tt is the form of art.

The

emotion-idea, as the concept-idea, is intentlonal,12 that is, tends to, forces
contact with, the object-to be made, in art; to be known, 1n speculation.

And

bflcause re:-.n' e way· of knowing is not, as with Gad, by means of his own essence,
but by contact with tho not-self, the content of his lntuition will always
contain elements of reality as well as elements of self.

In knowing reality we

are awakened to oursolves.

(Hence the fullness of being experienced by the

artist and by the critic.)

But this knowledge is not abstraction from things,

it ls the impact of things on the spirit; in knowing we becane another; but if
the other is stl1l there, 1f its individuating notes have not, as in abstraction, been shed, then we endure the thing as part of ourself:
natural with it.
ously.

we become con-

Postie knowledge becomes knowledge of two things si!l1Ultane-

self and thing.

Maritain adumbrates other concerns of Creative Intuition in stating,

llIbid •• PP. 87-88.
12Marltain, Creative Intuition, p. 120.
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In order that there should grow unceasingly, conforming to its law, the
life of the creative spirit, it 1s necessary that the center of subjectivity should continuously deepen to a point where, in suftering the
things of the world and those of the soul, it awakens to itself. l )
He will, in Creative Intuition, begin with the creative nature of the spirit
(intellect) of man, and explore the recesses of the depth of the formation
point of the creative design.
The self-retlexive nature of poetic knowledge becomes the chief theme of
Maritain 's next maj or statements, t he two essays he c mtributed to
~

.2!. Poetrz,

!!!! 8itua-

the title of which indicates the attempt to locate the "situa-

tion" of poetry in the hierarchy of man's faculties.

Maritain writes:

This law of progressively becoming conscious of itself is one of the great
laws of the historical development of the hUlllall being, and it is related
to a property of activities ot a spiritual order. The distinctive property
of spirit is to be able, the ancients said, to return upon itself', to accomplish a perfect reflexion, the essential thing here being not the turning back, but the grasp, the penetratioo of the self by the self, whlch is
integral to it. Reflexivity is essential to the spirit, which thus grasps
i tselt by means of .1 tself and penetrates itself. Thence the general importance, for every!itling, concerning culture, of the phenomenon of becoming self-conscious. 14
Here he provides, as he did brietly in ''The Frontiers of Poetry," a hi.story of
literature in terms of the growth of artistic self... consciousness.

And he tells

us there are three aspect of "poetry's taking consciousness of itself as poetr,y"
which can be distinguished l poetry in the work as it tends to obscure the intelligible design of art in favor of its obscure meaningJ poetry as a state demanding asceticism and tending to a destruction of the human limits Which keep the

l.3Maritaln, ttThe Freedom of Song, If

!!:!. ~

Poetry, p. 90.

14 J • Maritain, "Concerning Poetic Knowledt~e, It The Situaticn of Poet~,
trans • .Mars~l1 Suther. (New York: Philosophical Library, 1955),
37-3.

PP.
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poet on the same side of poetry's mysteries; poetry as knowledge, which leads
to problems to be investigated in the rest of the essay.
Those "problems" can be stated as fallon.

(1) The superabundant nature

of the intellect-it seeks to knOW', and in the case of poetic knowledge it

comes to know by making a thing, not a concept--determines that poetic knowledge is essentially creative--knowledge for the sake of making a work, not for
the sake of knowing or communicating to others; (2) the object of the intellect,
because it is being and therefore transoends all genera, will be not only the
object to be made, but a meaning or signification which will transoend that
individual object.

works of art beccme signe (radiating being and therefore

intelligibility) as well as objects. l ' (3) but knowledge which is not formed by
the object known but forms it must express the being of the creator, and poetiC
knowledge must be self-knowledge; (4) yet the selt is not awakened to itselt
except by the presence of the not-selt, and poetic knowledge must be simultaneously a mixture of the self and a thing, a mixture possible because self and
thing have become connatural.

The remainder of the essay is another attempt to

explain modern poetry's attempt to make poetic knowledge knowledge for its own
sake rather than for the sake of making a work--the attempt to turn back on the
transcendental discovered in the intuition and to grasp it without submitting
to the modes of human knowledge.

The complete definition ot poetic knowledge

which oancludes the essay is a det1nitive statement, not gone beyond even in
Creative Intuition.

The new emphases which we should note in this essay are,

first, on the "preconscious" area in which poetic knowledge begins and lives;

1,Ibid., p. ,0.

)0
second, on the experiential nature of poetic knowledge, "more experience than
knowledge"J 16 third, on the essential demands of poetic knowledge for a work in
which to

!!.!!!. i tsell-this

establlshes the relationship between poetry and art

on a new basis: the need of poetry-for art if poetry is to emerge from virtual
to actual existence.
Having mentioned the experiential (that is, existential) nature. of poetic
knowledge, Maritain goos en to examine it in "The Experience of the Poet."

The

use of the term experience is important because it signifies Marltain's attempt
to explain the ontology of poetic knowledge--expertence.

We have mentioned that

experience 1s def1nable as an intense knowledge of an object in and because of
its presence J hence the use of this term in an explanation of what is aotually
there in poetic knowledge.

We might add here that the ontology of Marltain's

aesthetic is somewhat obscure; except in the three qU8sticns outlined below,
poetic experience in its content is not precisely defined, and these questions
do not take us far.

What the poet sees is beauty, the splendor of being, of all

the transcendentals together, shining on or through proportioned matter.

One

must fill in such a theory nth data taken from scholastic metaphysics.

Even

so, it is ultimately necessary to be satisfled with the statement made in
Creative Intuitien:

"We must • • • admit, if we get rld of our Isclentlcist t

modern prejudices, the existence of a poetic science whlch differs

~

coolo

trom theoretical sciences, and whlch is however a real lmowledge, attained
through creatlve intuition.

Its object is nelther the essential structure of

the object known nor the lawe of phenomena. it is real nevertheless-the extst-

16!!?!:!!.., p.

6,.
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ential aspects and relations of things grasped through emotion and cannatural1. ty." 11

"The Experience of the Poet" is the most complete explanation of. poetic

knowledge Maritain offers from this existential point of view.

Hitherto he has

pointed out its characteristics; now he tries to explain them.

He asks:

Why is poetry radically creative:

(l)

(2) Why is the individual thing necessary to

an act which is a glimpse of a transcendental--existence itselt--and in what
ways can the object of poetic lmowledge be existential?

(3) In what precise

way is the emotion, in which poetic knowledge begins, made intentional-that is
precisely when does it become pregnant with reality?

The answers are defini-

tive in the sense that Marltain nowhere goes beyond them.
The answer to the first question:

poetry is radically creative because

that self-reflexive act which originates poetic knowledge is a grasp of selt
precisely in its creative, formative nature.

(As we mentimed above, the in-

tellect because spiritual 1s Itself radically creative.)

But the content of

reality which has awakened selt \0 this grasp of itself remaine buried in that
self:

there 18 then no thing to conceive except a formation of thing by selt;

hence a work

!! extra. 18

The existent object of art is parallel to the con-

cept which emerges from the work of the speculative intellect.
The answer to the second queetlon:

"All existence is the existence of

something, for existence is in no way separable from nature or quality, fran
the intelligible stuff which exists • • • ,,19 Nonetheless, although an indi-

l1Marltain, Creative Intuition, pp. 49-50, note 4.
IBvaritaIn, "The Experience of the Poet,"

19~., p.

15.

!.!!!. Situation .2f. Poetry.

p. 14.
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vid'.lal is known. it is not known (and here MarUain steers between idealism and
superficial realism) as an essence--there is no formation of species; it 1s
known in the secret of its operation.

The thing, caught in the subjectivity

of the poet. reveals a way in which it

£!2

way being itself.!:!.

Because the thing is

~

and therefore also suggests a

mown

as being, "it is the

this experience that is completely existential. 1120

~

of

Moreover, the knowledge is

not aimed at grasping the reality of that thing known but at causing it, in a
work of art, to be.

Hence the object of poetic knOlNledge "is a practical ex-

istential object. n21

In answering the third question we move (because the answer is provided by
a description of the preconscious life of the spirit) immediately into Creative
Intul tion.

For the six lectures which canprise that work are at once a summary

of what Maritain has written before and a more detailed exploration of the
recesses of creative intuition.

Actually, although each chapter contains

clearer descriptions and broader evidences of earlier positions, the new chapters begin only in the final pages of chapter seven.

That is, we can step from

"The Experience of the Poet" to chapter seven of Creative Intuition without
skipping any basic principles.

Looked at this way, the latter work is essen-

tially new because it examines the fruition of intUition, and its thesis begins
wi th the definition of the "poetic sense" (that
to the poetic experience

!!! l!:!

!!! !:!!!. poem

poet) in chapter seven.

which is comparable

What such a point of

view overlooks in the earlier chapters are not the prinCiples, outlined above,

-

20Ibid ., p. 77.

2lIbid.

-
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but more specifio applications of them.
orately detailed desoriptions of the preconscious life of the intellect tn
chapter three and the division of the faculties, a sketoh of which begins chaptar four.

These descriptions are

of the fruition

desi~ed

to provide premises for examinations

and expression or intuition in the last chapters.)

Chapter

one is an inductive statement of the self-thing nature of poetic knowledge.
Chapter two 1s a definition of art, the first term to ue used in solving the
problem stated 1n me.

Chapter three, again constructed inductively by an ex-

amination of moder poetr.y, describes the location where poetry begins.

Chapter

four examines the nature of poetic knowledge (and, we note, solves the problem
stated by chapter one).

Chapter:f'1va shows, bY' sunrnariz ing the metaph;yslcs of

beauty, why an art aware of poetry tends to stop short of t ts awn proper sndthe work to be made-and why' it may not do
of failure to modern painting.

~o.

Chapter six applies the theory

Chapter seven prepares the grOlUld for an anal-

yais of the way the intultion is put into the work.

Chapters eight and nine

reach a disoussion of now poetry 1s "interned" in the work and various aspects
of a work as determined by the way that internalization was made.
Ta bring us to that point in Creative Intuition (ohapter seven) where, we

say, Us proper thesis begins, we need answer the third questi on asked in "The
Experience of the Poet."

The soul of man, its powers and faculties integrated,

must be pictured as ruminating upon ltself-aware, not consciously', of its own
natural creativity and being.

At some moment in this preconscious 11£e there

enters the real in a condition of connaturality with that soul, maklng it slmultaneously aware of the way it

!!

and the way reality ls.

The Ca'ltact with

reality is made through the emotimal impact reality makes a'l the musing soul,
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not through abstraction.

This grasp of the real through the effect 1t has on

the self is therefore through affective cmnaturality.

And the "affection" or

emotion which awakens the experiential knowledge becomes intentim (that is,
contacts and grasps the real) at that precise moment when it startles into a
certain tendential movement the creative spirit in its musing on itself.

The

tendentlal movement of the real bas been grasped by a connatural tendential
movement in a spirit whose nature it is to project, as it wer6, the final cause
of such movement.

Hence the tendential movement contained in the intentional

emotion 18 the form of a work to be made, the

w&z a

form-simultaneously proper

to the artist's self and to reality-can be made to shine on matter.

The

spirit is passively ruminating until this intultlm (a startling moment when an
emotional experience of the real is simultaneously an experience of the creative self) actuates it to create a definite object.

This actuation of the in-

tellect at the preconscious root of its immanent life (where no separation of
the faculties, of intellectual and sensory powers, exists) is an actuation of
all the faoulties in unity.

The poetic experience is therefore characterized

by an integration of the faculties involved.

A preservation of these faculties

and the peculiar shape given to the original intuition by priority in one of
them-these are the keys to the completion of the work of art.

But before we

move to a sketch of the prinCiples of Maritain's concern with the poem itself,
we should summarize the principles of the theor,y of poetry he bas outlined tram
"Frontiers of Poetry" to chapter seven of Creative Intuition.

The foll01f1ng

sketch is intended to show the root principle and how it generates some (m1y
a few-the other basic ctlchotOll\Y is art vs. poetry) basic aspects of Maritain's
aesthetic.
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!h! Artistic,

Creative

-Like :Jod s ,

~

Proper

t

:!!2.

Man,

Limited;

A.

A formative, not formed, mode
of knowledge, non-conceptual.

a. A mode of knowledge which 1s
formed, becauH e the human is not
pure intellect, and because he
learns through things,

B. Self is creative, a formal
principle of art and pootl'"'Je

b. Self is dependent-knows itself
only in simultaneous~ knowing the
not-selt.

I. The spirit (synonymous with
intellect in broad sense) produces wi thin (the word) and
without (the work).

1. The spirit intuits, but by an
intentional emotion (one which
conveys the tactive tdea--the idea
of how to prcrluoe--creatad by the
impact of thing on self). A
knowledge connatural and affectiv
grasped at depth of spirit without
concept but with intentional
pranptings of knowledge to be
brought into Ught only by means
of the artistic process.

II. Poetic knowledge is therefore not communication or knowledge for its own sake. It is
radically operative because it
is inseparable from self seen
(in the reflexive act of spirit)
!! creative.

Poetio knowledge 115 rather experience (another thing present)
than knowledge.

C. A knowledge of the source of
art, and a formal treatment of
art, are consequent upon artistic
self-consciousness.

2.

c. All good art llmf.:t reveal thing
as well as artist.

This dichotomy can be seen to inform many aspects of Afari.ta1.n's discus-

sions:

(1) His explanation of mcxiern art is given in terms of its formalism

and its failure,
o.f art is

~lven

01"

"vertigo," when it tries to make form all.

(2) His history

in terms of that which reveals self and that which tries. to

discover reality,

(3) His critical interests include both a search for the

uwouncP'-the way reality is shaped when it merges with a peculiar self, and an
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appeal to nature for verification of artistic truth.

(4) In the problem of art

and morality, his ccncept of "elevatimlt depends on the faot that what constitutes art is form, although sin

~

be the matter treated.

eHA Pl'FR. IV

POEM:

POF..'TRY IN THE WORK OF ART

How does one deliver the poetic Bense?
works of art.

This 1s the problem in creating

The poetic sense, we said, 1s that in the poem which is equiva-

lent to the poetic experience in the poet, and the problem of

deliverin~

it

into the work is the problem of attaining p3rfect artistic obedience to the
content of the poetic intuitim.

The poet must be aware of the integrity of

faculties which characterizes the poetic exp?rlence and that the germ of the
poem, if properly nurtured, will grow Q'l'lth inner necessityttl into a poemj but

he must also be aware that this is an intellectual act.

In other words, there

are two aspects which determine the process of creation once the original emotion is made intentional:

inspiration (coosidered by Maritain to be the second

or two moments comprising poetic experience-the moment at which the intuition
breaks into consciou.sness with melody-like pulsations) and the intellectual
work which alone can give it form.

This is a warning that intellectual

strength is needed, that inspiration cannot account for the poem because, although 1t is a breaking into dayUght

it ts not in itself formed.

o~ con~clousne5s

of the intuited germ,

Bad romanticism made this state-the music-like

l..'Dpulses generated by the sudclen expansion of 1ntu1 tion-the end of the poetic

lY.aritatn, Creative Intuition, p. 239.
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process and as a result produced formless works. 2 But "the most perfect poets
are madmen using unfailing reason ... 3 This can be put in another way for the
sake of clarity.

The original intultioo first mesmerizes (this is its "sys-

tolic" phase), and then catalyzes (its "diastolic" phase), the spirit of the
poet. 4 The first phase is that ot the intuitioo proper, the second is that of
an all-pervading motion resulting from the

harm~

of the faculties involved.

The faculties tire, and inspiration, the second phase, ceases.

But the intui-

tion 1s still present, and the work of making something from it oan continue if
the intellect is sufficient17 strong to return to its original condition.
There is one other fact the poet must be aware of if he is to do his work
well,

poetry will tend to transcend art.

That is, as we have already indi-

cated, the very nature of poetic lmowledge demands a work i f it 1s to be made
known) but a work, at the same time, is a material and generic thing which can-

not completely' capture the spiritual and transcendent realitY' of poetry.

The

surplus of poetry in the achieved work will result in its possessing a quality
of suggestion or elusiveness which Maritain chooses to designate "magic."
(This magic is distinguished from that of a failure to separate the identity
of sign from thing signified--a failure characterizing primitive

DBn

a:ld some

modern artists. 5 )
With these cautions in mind, it is possible to discuss the poem, which

-

2Ibid., p. 243.
3ill2.., p. 249.

4!.!?!2... ,

pp. 241 ff.

5Ibid ., pp. 229 ff.

-
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will be characterized. by the peculiarities ot its poetic sense.
our attention to bear on the general structure ot the activity

"Let us bring

or

the mind. tt6

This, the starttng point tor all of Maritain's theorizing, is also the determining factor in the nature ot the poem.

Because the poetic sense 1s the

poetic knowledge-experience of the poet transferred into the poem, 1. t will be

informed by the characteristics of that experienoe.
A poem theretore Will not be an exercise in dlscursive reason; it n1l not
~

logically.

The logical sense 1s only one aspect of a poem's meaning:

there

are also "the intelligible meaninp,s of the words {carried either by concepts or
by images)--and the imaginal meanings of the words--and the more

~erious

meanings of the musical relations between the words, and between the meaningful
contents with which the words are laden. tt 7

(We must always keep in mind both

Maritain's anti.ftscientistic" treatment of mants rational nature, and the ultimately musical nature of the poem's be1nt2; and meaning.)

Because of the nature

of poetic meaning, no poem can be either completely clear or completely obscure,

to be the first, it would have to be merely logicalj to be the second,

it would have to be meaningless.

Jla.ritaln makes a distinction between poems

obscure in essence and those obscure in appearanoe.

The latter type of poem

(Mallarme, Valery, Hopkins, Pound, Eliot, Tate) is difficult because its words
are heavily laden with a cClDplex intellectuality.

The former type of poem

(Dylan Thomas, Hart Crane, Wallace Stevens) is obscure, not because the sign
is heavily strained with bearing significatiCl'l, but because the sign is broken

6:rbW., p. 310.

-,

7Ibld., p. 259.
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and i.ts parts rearranged tor the sake ot making it a better instrument. of significat.icn. 8

There is an interesting corollary to this discussion:

poetry

cannot. become abstract, as can painting, because it uses wtrds, which are by
nature signs as well as objects, and always involve the presence ot a t.hing.
Painting, Which can lose the thing and become abstract because lines and colors
are not essentially Signs, cannot on the other hand become imagistic--that is,
lose the object in the impression it makes-because to the extent to which it
uses sensation it uses appearances and these present, to sane extent, natural
object.s. 9
The second det.erminati.on of t.he poem by poetic Imowledge 1s the result of
the change poetry undergoes when it i.s captured in the poem.
its creative nature and becomes cognitive.

There it loses

"Since the work is the final objec-

tivization of poetic intUition, what the work tends finally to convey to the
soul of others is the same poetic int.uition which was in the soul of the poet:
notprecise17 as creative, but as cognitive, both of the sUbjectivity of the
poet and of a flash of reality echoing the world."lO The reader is primarily
interested in the reality conveyed; the subjectivity of the poet is valuable
because it i.s the means (it has generated the particular intentional emoticn)
by which we discover reality.
The dominance of certain faculties involved in the process of tnternaliztng poetry tn the poem accounts tor the distinction between classical and

8Ibid., pp. 261-268.

-

9Ibid., pp. 269-270.
10~., p. 307.
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and mcxiern poems.

The classical poet forces the intentlalal emoticm to emerge

from the depths of the imaginatioo (imagination as charged with ratialality,
however) into the daylight of conceptual and logical reason.

The narrow prov-

inca of this realm of reason is essenoes, and classical poems are characterized
by

their presentation of calcrete, specific things.

But poetry 1s not things,

it is creative intuition, experiential divination of the splendor of the being
~

things.

No concept or specification can convey it.

Hence class:l.cal poetry

1s in danger of smothering poetry; it saves itself by retaining tiE music of
ftwords, tI "by being brought back toward the original intuition.

And this can be

accomplished bonly through a magnetic, supraconceptual power, which is the

------........

music of the words (il&clud1ng that of the proffered notions and images) strong
enough to overcome the obstaole created by the intermediary signification.. the
definite set of things • • •

tt

ll The mcxiern poet remains sate~ closer to the

original preconceptual area by not leaving the realm of imaginat1cn for that of
logical reason.

The organizing prinoiple in the arrangement of wcrds (includ-

ing, again, images l'r.c': ideas) is not any

social~

deSignated or conventionally

received pattern, but the musical pattem established by the way the orig1nal
intuition stirs (causes "pu1sicns tt in) the content of the poet's spirit.

What

follows is that, in spite of its dangers and its higher demands on the intellectual powers of the poet, cl&8sical poems are potentially greater because
they can convey more clearly and fully an intelligible content.

To tiE natural,

individual signs used by modem poets to convey their intultiCl'ls, the olassical
poet adds social signs.
fTequent failures.
"J
-Ibid., p. 312.

The diffioulty of classioal poetry acoounts for its
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In a parenthesis concerning the critic,12 Maritatn remarks that any too
high development of the reflective faculties will prevent a man with poetic
gifts from exercising them; he will habitually transform poetic knowledge into
exclusively calceptual knowledge.

This individual can be a critic; he cannot

be a poet.
A fourth aspect of the poem designatable

b.1 the nature of poetic intuition

is imagery, or, more precisely, the way imagery is used in metaphor.

Maritain

distinguishes between the "purposive comparison" of i.mages and the image 1'Ihich
is "iJDnedlately illuminating."

In the first usage, two images are brought to-

gether in order that one, because it is seen by the logical reason to share a
quality of the first (as the fragility of glass shares the quality of fragility
which lUe possesses) J uy help to illumine the other.

The logical reason pur-

posely compares; this use of imagery is a function of cmceptual, not poetic,
knowledge.

It is rhetoric.

The "immediately illuminating" image is, however,

not a servant but a master of logical reason, which puts it down without understanding it:

it is not joined by conceptual similarity to another.

in fact, no comparison involved:

There is,

one thing is made known throue another; one

knows, but does not ca'lceive, the relationship between them.

Maritain quotes

Yeats to illustrate:
'Tbe winds that awakened the stars
Are blowing through mf blood.' 1)
One cannot conceive, that is, relate by essences, the wind awakening the stars

l2~., pp. 324-25.

-

13Ibid., p. 328.
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or blowing through blood, because, for example, in the essence of the stars 1s
no capacity for being awakened.

or

Yet the metaphors signify by the dictates

a poetic intuition a truth about the poet's experience.
A corollar.1s

the use of the immediately illuminating image

means of a diction which is simple or complex.

~

be by

If Simple, the diction ccnYeys

without any corrmentary, as it were, the metaphor.

If complex, the dicticn con-

tributes an essential part in the expression of the image by mea.ns ..>f s ourd or
rhythm or figurations.

Maritain uses a sonorous line from Hopkins-rlOr' a

jaunting vaunting vaulting assaulting trumpet tellingn--to illustrate his
meanlng. 14
We have finalljr to consider Maritaln t s analysis of the three types of
literature, the three "epiphanies" of creative intuition: poem, drama, novel.
The origins of these l1e, again, in the proper character of the poetic sense as
it comes to existence in the work.
the poetic knowledge-experience:
is, it makes us know.
differ.

That poetic sense, we have said, is meaning,
the emotion it conveys is intentional, that

Bt.tt the ways by which it cCllveys lcnawledge to us may

The poetic sense can be spoken of as the substance of the work of

art,

as substances in things of nature can be complemented and objectiveq reflected
by quality and quantity (a tree, for example, can be strong and tour feet high),

so the poetic sense, analogicallY speaking, can be complemented and reflected.
When the postic sense is complemented by quality, we have a poem the chief manifestation of which is action, and the term of action, theme.

When it is com-

plemented by quantity. we have a poem manifested by ftharmonlc expansion."

14Ibid. •

-

p. :3 31.
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These three states of the meaning of the original intuition-the primary

am

pure state of the poetic sense itself, a qualification in terms of what it
means tn action, and a quantification in terms of what it means when its man1festations are arranged harmonlcally--are different intentional values of the
original intuited knowledge because each possesses its own way of manifesting
knowledge.

This is what Maritain means in speaking of the three intentional.

values of a poem.

On these three different states or epiphanies. of the orig-

inal creative intuit1.on depend the distinctions ammg the three types of literature.
Within the realm of these three intentional values which the poet can permit his intuition there lie the four essential elements of the poem:
poetic sense, action, theme, and number or harmonic expansion.

the

All these e1e-

ments are present virtually in the original intuition, but are not manifested
as primary unless that original intuition passes through oertain stages-in the
directicn of clearer intellectual awareness-in the poet's spirit which determine which one of them shall become primary.

If the intuition remains in the

depths of the poet's preconscious spirit, its expression in the poem will be
simply the poetic sense.

But if that original l.ntuitim is partially disen-

gaged by the increasing demands of the intellect far clarity from the original
night i.n which it was ccnceived, if it is now seen not for wbat it

!! but

what it does, its manifestation in action becomes the chief interest.
"every work of art not only is, but does.
is part of its very substance. H15

It moves, it acts.

for

That is,

And this actlcn

But if the being is subordinate to the
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!,cting, we have drama. if it is not, we have song.

Because a thing

!:!. before

it doe!1 and because one must remove the intuition from the recesses ot self
(where it mere17

!!)

it one is to see the way it does, a dramatic poem is less

subjective than a song.
Withln the area ot the second. intentlma1 value cr manifestation of poetic
meaning lies the third essential element ot a poem,

th....

"The' immanent

acticn' I am pointing out, the actlcn ot the poem, is what the poem

~-an

elan or motion Which develops in it, and through which within itself it asserts

itself beyond itself'.

And through its action it profters saaething which is

an ult1mate fruit of intelligibility:

the significance of the action, in other

words, the theme. ltl6

The poetic intuition can progress trom the early stage or intellectual

clarity (the stage of action and. theme) to the sphere of the third intentional
value.

If it does, it "penetrates into the sphere of the daylight vision ot

the intellect, or of the formed logos, I mean to say, of the virtue of
Here is the realm of proportion

am

art_"l7

arrangement, that is, of number or hannonic

expansion, which is defined as the "vital concurrence of the multiple, or vital
order bringing to complex orchestral unity parts struggling to assert their
individual clatms.- 18
perses and disposes.

Hence the novelist becomes one who arranges and dis(It 18 because he arranges and disposes human acts that

Maritain demands of him great moral wisdom.)

l6Ib

1.d.,

pp. 359-300.

l7~., p. 367.

18!!?M..., p. 3Ch.

CJW:'1
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We see, then, that here too the progressive movements of the original intuition through the three basic levels (preCalSC1OUB, imaginative, conceptual)
of poetic cognition accounts for the divergencies in the made object.

The

intellect thinks more and more about the intuition, thus translating its own
mysterious music into more objectively seen tendencies in action and even more
objectively seen demands for arrangements (demands determined by the emerging
proportions between the poetic sense and the actions to which it can. give rise).
In short, considered as it

!!t

the poetic sense remains a song.

it does, as it tends, it is action, or drama.

ConsidEored as

Considered as it does in space,

it is arraneement or. harmonic expansion.
The danger in thus allowing dUferent intellectual translatic::ns to be
generated by the original intuition lies in forgetting the intuition altogether.
If, for example, one translates action into a mere tool of logical mind, he
loses theme and adopts thesis, that is, mere argument.
The relevance of the Dante essay in chapter nine of Creative Intuition is
that it illustrates a work in which all three epiphanies are equally presented,
so that there 1s no distinguishing it as one of the three types of poetry.

The

essay is also an example of Maritain's aesthetic principles applied in practic
criticism, and we can now· briefly examine his theories from the point of view
of their adaptibility to critical method and comprehension.

CHAPl'ER V

AUDIENCE:

CRITICAL METHOD: ART-MCRALITY PROBLF.M

Maritaln's Aesthetic as Criticism
Mr. H. Abrams has identified l four major approaches to the work of art in
critical tradition, and the possibilities of Maritain's theory for critical
criteria will be more clearly seen if we place him within such a framework.
Aristotle, representing the mimetic orientation, specifies a type of art initially in terms of imitation:
by

he asks what object is imitated, in what manner,

what means; hence we focus on the reality which is the object imitated.

Aristotle also conSiders, but only after having established the elements of the
type (in the case of tragedy-action, character, thought, etc.) by reference to
the stuff imitated, how to use those elements to greatest advantage.

And he

measures this advantage in terms of the proper end of the type.
This concern for the end to be achieved takes in later critical writing
not only the primary, but often the exclusive, place.

Abrams calls this the

"pragmatic" approach to art, and believes it has been dominant from the time of
Horace through the eighteenth century.2

That ls, the concern for the form.:1.ti

of response guides the poet in his evaluation of material.

it determines, and

1s not determined by, the manner, means, or object of imitation.

1M. H. Abrams,
Press, 1953).

!!!!. Mirror !!& ~

~ (New York:

J

2flli.., p. 21.
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Plots become

Oxford University
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not simple or complex, but pleasing or displeasing.

The modern orientation, to

the extent that one can be distinguished, 1s toward the work itself as object
rather than the reality it treats or the ends it attains.
of the pieces of the work is

~portant

Here the integration

because of the servantic relationships

thus created.
The romantic orientation, with which we can associate Ma.ritain's theory,
considers the work as an expression of the artist.
I labored at a solid foundation, on which permanentJ,y to ground my opinions, in the component faculties of the human mind itself, and their comparative dignity and importance., According to the faoult.y or source, from
which the pleasure given by any p,m or passage was derived, I estimated
the merit of such poem or passage.
Coleridge's famOQs statement implies that the way in which the expression
occurs must become, because it is the source of creation and because the work
of art ia an unspecified and subjective creation, the essential consideration.
So in Maritain's theoryl
event:

all arts which engender in beauty begin in the same

the creative intuition is the generative power; differentiations in the

work produced are made not by the intentions of the poet but on the bas1.s of
the virtual demands of the content of that intuition.

The attention of artist

and critic is back to the seed, not forward to the flower, of the w(1!'k.

Only

by keeping his eye on the seed can he help the flower bloom in its nocturnal,
shadowy process.

Furthermore, when it blooms it is a creation (in the natural

sense of the word),
of the artist.

saaethlng of reality has been transfigured by the powers

His sign is on the work, whioh, without his Sign, would be mere

external reality, the data of quotidian sensibility.

3Col eridge, Biographia 1iterarla (London:
I, 14.

We must know, not onJ,y

Oxford University Press, 1907),
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what he saw, but what he is, because what he is in some degree determined what
he saw.

The divergent nature of these approaches makes its awn demand for a critical pluralism.

The approaches are not mutually exclusive; they operate in

different areas.

For example, Aristotle's generic anaqsls of tragedy has littls

to do with. Marltaln J s coocept of drama as the second epiphany of the poetlc
sense.

Aristotle simp1;r cons1ders the existent object and tells us what it ls;

Maritain tries to explain its pB,ychological origins.

Hence Aristotle's dis-

cussion is based on a comparativeq superficial distinctiCl1 of type, not on any
essential, or formal, dlstinctiCl1s,

the poet's mode of knowing or working; he

deals with what Maritain would call conditions "imposed by art or techne, .. 4 not
poetry.

art.

The difference in point of view is as great as that between poetry and

Yet Ma.ritain is as rigid in his demand for rules of art as he is for

freedom of poetry.

As for what a specific work must do to the audience, :Mar-

itain has little to say.
The pragmatic theory ls, however, somewhat less companionable with Maritain's prinCiples than is the mimetic theory.

To the extent that the prag-

matists remain within the realm of art, its material processes and techniques,
the making of a 'Work which will perform a certain function (to instruct pleasingly, for example) is explicable in their terms.
art demand a cmcern for

rhet~ic.

Yet the purposes of pragmatic

Now ultimately rhetoric is a science dealing

with the selection and arrangement of vocabulary to the end of transmitting content convincingly.

Thus it involves two terms: content and vehicle, or farm.

4Mar1~ln, Creative Intuiti~, p. 383.

,0
But in Maritain' s theory the content cannot conceptually be imposed on farm
(although for discussion it can be abstracted from it) or the reverse, because
in the intuited germ is cmtained the two substantially united.
~ork-mAking

The poet's

activity, his art, draws out of the germ and according to its own

needs, not according to the needs of the poet or audience, that germ's own
design.

Ultimately, therefore, rhetoric in the sense of a creator of poet17 is,

because of the nature of poetic knowledg(), an obviated eciences

the design of

the poetic expression is determi.Jied at the :l.nitial moment of creative intuition.
The process of creation is not performed with the content of the creative intuition in mind, and a consequent effort made to more or less successively adapt
one to the other-that process
tuition.

!! the

realizat:l.on, or actualization, of the in-

If, then, the pragmatists speak of creative origins, or use their vo-

cabulary to explain the way the thing of beauty--imperatlve, unique, transcendent-came into existence, they are mistaken.

The serious crime for the artist

as artist is to allow any consideration to cause hls attention to deviate from
the good of the work being made.

In no way can the final cause be separated

from or innuence the formal cause.
Disparities between Maritaint s theory and that of the modem "objective"
theorists exist because Maritaln believes that the wark's essence contains the
poet'ss

what is for the new critlcs the biographical or intentional or subjec-

tive fallacy is for Maritatn a fact rooted in the nature of poetic knowledge ae
a subjective-objectlve entity.

His criticism, as we shall see, is therefore

dominated by a concern for the particular way in which reality has impressed, or
"wounded," the poet.
The briefest suggestion of this orientation suffices to adumbrate Marltains

,1
criticism.

He goes beyond Eliott s warning:

"I prefer not to define, or to

test, poetry by means of speculations about its origins; you cannot find a sure
test for poetry, a test b.1 which you may distinguish between poetry and mere
good verse, by reference to its putative antecedents .1n the mind of the poet."'
Eliot may or

~

not refute his own dictum (in the next paragraph he evaluates

Yeats's earlier poetry by referring to the poet's frame of mind), but he does
give emphasis to the difficulties besetting any criticism limited by Maritain's
aesthetic frame of reference.

We can begin, in fact, by questioning the very

possibility of a valid critiCism, one of the fundamental premises of which is
the mysterious, unique and incommunicable, nature of poetry.

Here of course we

must distinguish between poetry and. art, between the critiers two tasksl

(1)

discovering and illuminating the creative intentions; (2) judging the work as to
its ways of execution.

Art has eertain rules and 1s subject to prediotab1e

analyses, one of the most fruitful examples of whioh is Aristotle's Poetics.
But this design revealed by the work is only, as it were, the body; its soul is
the poetic sense, and though the two exist substantially united in the work,
they are far the purposes ot criticism distinot.

With only the poetic sense is

Marltain's oritioisM concerned, and it is this aspect of art which is secretive.

.

(One remembers that his Creative Intuition is concluded with a section on magic •
This poetic sense, constituting the artifact's principle of life, is a muoh
broader principle than the logical sense, whioh is the artifact's purely demonstrable meaning; hence to know a poem (work of art) it is necessary to penetrate
to the supralogical l'irea

w.~Are

the creative experience originates.

'T. S. Eliot, The E!! 2! )oet17 !!!! ~
Harvard University Press, 1933 , p. 132.

E!!. 2! Critioism

iHe

do not

(Cambridge:
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sayan illogical area.

We must remember that for Maritain to say that sanething

exists is to say. that it "means."

The convertibility of being and the intel-

ligible 1s one of the theoretic pillars of his ph1losopl'\v.

He can therefore

speak of the poetic sense as the flmeaning U of the poet, 6 although it is the
soul, not the mind (the logical sense) of the poem.
In understanding the poem, therefore, it is impossible to exhaust the
poetic sense by a mere statement of the logical sense.

"As to the logical or

intelligible sense .. it is only one of the elements or components of the poetic
sense." 7 No dependence upon concepts will be rewarding here because poetic
knowledge-experience is not cmveyed by means of the concept but by the tntentional, significant emotion, the unique means of expressing or farming which is
the work itself.

Because no poem exists except by means of its poetic. sense,

and because that is essentially intelligible (even if above discursive reason),

no poem can be completeq obscure to the reader.
that meaning is another matter.

His inability to translate

The existence of this unexhausted, indefinable

meaning of things is a premise ubiquitous in Marlta1.n's theory.
quent use of synonyms for mysterious:

Hence his fre-

magical, nocturnal, inexpressible, in-

effable, uncapturable, mystic, and so on.
In reading Mar1tain one realizes, with a certain sense of shock, how essential to the logic of his theories is this demand for a non-logical or supralogical concept of intellect.

One is continually prompted to recall Wilde's

unfair but provocative comment on Newman:

6Maritatn, Creative IntUition, p. 2$8.

-

7Ibtd., p. 259.

"The mooe of thought that Card inal

Newman represented--if that can be called a mode of thought which seeks to
solve intellectual prOblems by a denial of the supremacy of the
not, cannot, I think, survive. nB

intelle~

Empirically certain as 1t may be, the fact

that assent is often a personal matter, usually an affirmat! on sung by the concerted faculties, exposes any philosopher to the danger of such criticism.

But

Maritain is explicit; one of the most important passages in his writings occurs
in a note to his essay, "Art and Beauty."

B,y brilliance of form must be understood an ontological splendour which
happens to be revealed to our minds _ not a conceptual clad.ty • There must
be no misunderstanding here, the words claritf, intelligtbillty and lig!lt,
used to characterize the part played by torm in the heart of things, do not
necessarily indicate sanetbing clear and intelligible ~!!!1 but rather
something which, although clear and luminous ~ itself, intelligible ~
itself, often remains obscure to our eyes either because of the matter in
Which the ferm in question is buried or because of the transcendence of
the form itself in the things of the spirit. The more substantial and profound this secret significance, the more concealed from us it is; so. much
so in truth, that to sq with the School.men that form. in things is the
peculiar principle of tntellitibilitf, is to say at the same time that it 1s
the, peculiar principle of rsys e;z.
There can in fact be no mystery where
there is nothins to know: mystery exists where there is more to be known
than is od'erea tooiiriipprehension. ) To define beauty by brilliance 0"1
form is at the same time to define it by brilliance of mystery.
It is a Cartesian error to reduce absolute brilliance to brilliance
for us. 9

--

Hence we need not be able conceptually to grasp what is said before we can enjoy
the pleasure of knowing.

In praising Dante, Maritain remarks:

"As to allegory,

he invests it nth such visual melody that we already receive some intuitive
pleasure from it-even from ttl-before understanding anyt,hing of it.,,10 As with

80scar Wilde, "The Critic As Artist, tI The Portable Oscar Wilde (New York,
'the Viking

PX'tiSS,

1947), p.

52.

-

9r~itain, ~ ~Scholast1ci8m, p. 23, note 1.
l°Maritain, Creative Intuition, p.

377.

...

after quoting a passage from Hart Crane's

allegory, so with disparate images,
~

BridBi8, Marit&tn remarks:

"Only images.

description of the flowertng spring?

Is it, however, a mere visual

No, all this carries an implicit intel-

ligible sense • • • nIl Even the presence of explicit cCIlceptual discourse in
a poem does not regulate its meaning, because the concepts or statements are

themselves subOl'dinate to the mare essential meaning organized by the imagination at the core of the creative intuition, a meaning whieh is logical as a
melody, not as a syllogism.
The first limitation of Maritain's criticism must therefare be that of expression, not necessarily of knowing.

Intelligible is not equatable with

translatable, and there aI'e limits to the critic's ability to evoke 1n us a
vicarious experience of the work.
work are themselves untranslatable.

Tbere is a second factor:

the words of the

14arltain has barely sketched his notions

on the nature of the sign,12 but he does repeatedly emphasize the fact that

words are objects a.s well as signs.

As Sign, one would suppose that' a panic-

ular work of art could. be explained in another mode (the

mode

of criticism, for

example), but in verbal works the word 1.s object as well as Sign, hence a syno-

nym.' would not only alter, but actually transfer, the identitY' of the work.

And

to translate signification, if this is the task criticism undertakes, 1s nat to
transfer the work itself; the wards in their objectivitY' remain.

The critic,

again, has transferred the conceptual olarity of the work, but not its onto-

ilIbid ., p. 265.
~

12 J .. Ma~.~it.ain, "Sign and Symbol," RanSOOlint the Time, trans. Harry Lorin
:Binsse (":e~. York, Charles Soribner's Sons, 194 );P"P:2!7-254.
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logical splendor, because, and here Maritain quotes his wifes

"'The poetic

sense cannot be separated from the verbal for,m it animates from withtn.,tt13
Both of these limitations suggest a particular ldnd of criticism; they do
not preclude criticism.

What they preclude 1s the posslbillty of an autonomous

criticism, one operating While divorced from the work or one dependent

ell

con-

ceptual analyses alone; What they demand 1s a criticism directed toward openlng
the mind of the reader ln his act of attending to the work.

Criticism must not

incorporate the work of art within itself or translate it, Wildean fashion, intc::
the critlc's own language; tn shart, criticism must not exlst far lts own sake.
Rather it must direct the reader's mind (that is, his Whole rational nature) so
as to remove from it any obstacle to the entry of the art1ftat's meaning, or by'
suggestion to open it to that meaning.

This process of opening the reader's

mind can, however, take place anytime--that is, criticism of a certain kind can
prepare for (not reprcxluce) the experience of art, chiefly by revealing the end
the author had in mind and by developtng the taste of the reader.

<m.e important

implication of this necessity for dealing with the particular wort<: at hand, in
its creatlve originS and in its work-maldng operations demanded by' those
origins, explains Marit&in'. insistence on the Wlphiloaophical nature of criticism:

"Criticism • • • though it can always derive its inspiration from phil-

osophical principles--always a good thing, but
&S

ris~--remains

on the same plane

the work and the particular, without being itself operative or making

arrr

creative judgement, rather judging from without and after the event. tt14 The

13Maritain, Creative IntUition, p.

--

258.

14Varitain, Art and Scholastlcism, note 160.
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evaluation and illustration of principles (which seems to ccmpri.se a great part
of criticism today),

th~

the critic, as the philosopher,

a task, are in no way sufficient to judge the work itself.

~

undertake such

When a critic judges

the value of an artistic school, for example, be does not thereby judge a.n;v work
of any member of that school.

"If his system is false, a philosopher is of no

account, for in that case he cannot!!!!

l!:!!. truth,

unless by accident:

if his

system is false, an artist can be of some account, of ver.y great account, because he can create beautl in spite of h1s system and in spite of the

inferlori.~

of the form of art which is his.,,15
Wbat precisely, then, is the nature of that critical kn<M'ledge by which the
form and matter of the work Will be revealed to us?

Unless this knowledge 1s

similar to that of the poet's, how can the critic possibly reveal anything 111portant?

Maritain hil'JlSelf tells us that tlrenective afterthought has nothing to

do with the dlrect perceptim of the poem. ft16 How, then, since reflection is
the proper aot of the critio, oan the critical work be said to awaken the original intultion?

And to what extent does analySiS, by determining, limiting, its

Signification, destra.r the value of the poem?
The answers to these questims are contai.ned where all of his aesthetic
answers are contained, in the· nature of poetic knowledge.

Th1.s lmowledge, es-

sentially creative, demands objectiv1zation in a work; in the work it exists no
longer as creative, but as oognitive.

As lmowledge it is oanprised of the sub-

jectivity of the poet and a flash of reality, both conveyed through an 1.nten-

15Ibid.,

note 90.
16uaritatn, Creative Intuition, p. 266.

,7
tional emotion causing the reader to know, to!!!..

To get to that emotial-that

is the critic's task.
He can perform it particularly' well because he has the gifts of the poet,

virtual1y'} and this gift separates him in kind, not only in degree, from ordinary people.

Critics have an intellect capable of poetic depths arx:l are dis-

tinct from those whose reading simply' stimulates an outburst of directionless
am autonomous creativity.

"Before judging of the work as to its ways of execu-

tion he must discover the creative intentions from which it proceeds am the
more secret things which stirred the soul of its author. tt17
the author i.s best able to explore the work.

He who best knows

"The artist's friends therefore,

who know what the artist wanted to do-as the Angels

mow

the Ideals of the

Creator-derive far greater enjoyment from his works than the public, and the
beauty of some works is a hidden beauty, accessible 'only to the few."18
To attain the poetic sense of the poem the crit.ical reader (by "reader" is
meant one examining any work of art) will rely on concentrated intellectual
effort (if the poem is complex, that is, obscure in appearance) or on a simple
opening of the mind and feelings to the influx of the significant emotim. 19
These general principles relevant to the work of the critical mind are
complemented by many specifications which we can briefly make explicit.

First,

JAaritain points out that certain at.titudes toward art will be required, because
our pre-concept.ions will determine our judgements.

-

l7Ibid., p. 324.
lBuari taln, ~ ~ Scholasticism, note

,5.

19cf• Marttain, Creative IntUition, p. 2,8.

Hence, for example, we must
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not desire an imitation-copy, nor a work designed far pleasure or instruction as
such, nor an expression of the author's personality, but a work containing the
double mystery of thing and self.

Again, we shall not attempt to exhaust the

meaning of the work by transferring it into the conceptual mode of the critical
essay, condemning the work if such transference cannot be effected.
the artistic judgment will itself make certain requirements.
both innate and acquLred, will need development.

Furthermo~

Our qualities,

Maritain points out that there

are three sensibillties--lyrical, histrionic, and lntrospectlve 20--corresponding
to the three specific types

or

Like taste, these depend on a

poetic epiphanies.

natural gift which can be informed.

This artistic education is twofold.

To

judge truly the critic must have bad an intellectual training "based upon a
deep-rooted study at the past and upon a wakeful interest in the searchings of
the present.,,2l He must also know "the structure and principles" of the creative process and the "laws and the internal reality of the thing judged. ft22
Before he applies this knowledge, however, he is required, as an essential prereqUisite, to consent to the artist's intent1.cn.

As liaritain puts it, to jtJ:ige

a work is to understand another intellect, and this
the way his tntellect is working.

~uires

an understand1.ng

(Maritain's reply to questions about the

affective or intentional fallaSZ becomes clear.)

Furthermore, the unique nature

of any beautiful object demands that we conform to it before we judge it.
tinent here is a footnote to a discussion, in Degrees

21

2!

KIlowledse, of

Per-

~stieal

20Ibid., p. 399.
J • Maritain,
1952), p. 21.

22 Ibid •

-

or

!!!! Range ;:! Reason

(New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons,
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experience t
Before the beautiful object, we perceive the beauty before being connaturalised with its object, and it 1s this perception indeed which makes us
enter into ~thY with it, a sympathy which on its own side will determine a form of knowledge. (Cp. J. Marita1.n, Art and Scholasticism, note
55). While in mYstical experience it is the connaturallty WhIch causes
the perception. 23
Involved in this consent to follow the path of the artist's mind is a feeling
for the spiritual
for his struggles.

~stery

of the beauty with which he 1s grappling and a respect

Finally, the ultimate judgement can and will be, if the

critic, as man, is tully developed, a judgement, without confusing the two, of
distinct values:

tbose properly poetic and those properly human.

"To form a

good judgeme~t on tbe work both virtues are necessary. 1124
In his essays on art, Maritain repeatedly reminds us that he is writing as
a philosopher, not as a Critic, and implies that the distance between general
principle and specific application can be crossed only bY' himself, because only
be can build the required bridge of qualifications.
ess~s

Nonetheless, there are

of his which are oertainly oritical, if the intention of criticism be to

illwalnate particular;, (j,eks.
gest the p08sibilltic

A brief consideration of these will perhaps sug-

of Maritaln's principles for the critic and the waY'

Maritain himself applies them.
Significantly enough, the first quality of Maritain's writing which attracts our attent:f In is its impressimisms
tive, imagistic.

its language is colorful, sugges-

'l'hat Mar1tain can, and frequently does, call

u~on

an other

than abstract language i6 one of his fine qualities, if not properly as a phl-

23Maritain,

!h!. Degrees £!. Knowleds.e,

24Maritain,

~ ~ Scholasticism, p. 66.

p • .309.

losopher, then as a teacher.

By his own explanation, there are areas in human

knowledge which are not yet illuminated j others which can be seen only in
glimpses; others which, though knocking on our COl'1SCiOllSness, never direct us
thrOllgh the daylight of concept but only through the dark glass of images.

And

so he does not exclude from reality that which he JIIlat exclude frOll'l his syllogism, but by images, the nuances of neologism, and by delvings into suggestive
analogies from non-artistic sciences, particularly theoloq (the Creative Idea,
the Trinity), and philosopl\v (the concept of virtue, the hylomorphic structure
of man), he captures the intuited, experiential data of poetic experience.
Hence the Slmse of 1nDediate certitude which his writing

awaker~8

in the reader.

Nonetheless, what in the natural order 1s a virtue can also b, a vice, and
Maritain's critiCism, seeking the secrets of art and self-limited

~

its belief

in the untranslatable nature of poetic knowledge, occaSionally offers symptoms
of the ranantic syndrome:

his judgements are arbitrary', subjective,. undemon-

strable, unpredictable, unrelated to the most fundamental determinants ot the
type of work involved.

One example can stand. for many.

When, in speaking of

the "deliverance" ot modern music, be cites the music ot LOUrie, it is to establish the premise.

"It 1s born in the singular routs of the being, the neal9!lt

possible to that juncture of the soul and spirit, spoken of by Saint Paul. n2.5
Except that we become half-conaciously aware of a straining of the viscera for
the center of the abdomen, what this teaches us about Lourie's music is difficult to say.

We can re-establish that feeling of strain whi.le we listen to the

musicl 1t the muslc sustains i.t we can cmclude that Maritain's analysis was

2.5.Marltatn, ~

!!!2. Poetrz.

p. 97.
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correct.

On the other hand, we can remember that this same indication of the

synthetic source of great music--rising from a union or synthesis of faculties-is a cammon shibboleth of romantic criticism.

The mention of St. Paul estab-

lishes more specific feelings) it also intensifies, for a Christian, the visce
search.

But confusion remains.

And it does not really' help'matters to

that Marltain is applying a principle:

rem(~;ni)er

the creative idea involves an objet,;t

and a selt) to further grasp the object, the subjectivity must continual~

deepen, because the lmowledge of reality is had 'onnatural17J this deepening is
exhibited in Lourie's work.
Marita~n

concludes this particular discussion of LOllrie's music by attrib-

uting a magical quality to his work, and by illustrating this attribute in
naming other composers.

Those whose music possesses magic becvme a family of

spirits; other families can be recognized by other principles of differentiation.

Maritain suggests two in this, context, and these serve to illustrate his

approach to art:
templative.

those whose work is prudential, and those whose work is con-

These particular analogues are everywhere evident in his theoreti!

cal as well as his practical explanation, art being coupled with prudence and
poetry with contemplation.
Though it may thus tend to subjective judgement, Maritaint s criticism does
not attempt to become autonomoUS) it never ceases to point.

The best example

0

this is the use of plates and texts in his latest work, Creative Intuition,
where both stand "without comment" for the reader I who must use them as exhibits
which prove the author' a contentions.

Nor does he elsewhere refrain from

specifying texts, though the attributes by which he identifies them may be &mor
phoue.

"Compare the Rites and the Weddipg, where so many spirits of earth and

of the waters still haunt him, to other masterpieces like Apollo or that
Capriccio of which the brilliant poetry depends in its entirety on the made
object. n26 Mar ita in , s method is to refer us to an elEperience, not to provide
us with it; he presumes we are attending to the work itself.
The work itself is, however, the least prominent of the terms into whi.ch
his criticism can be dissolved.

These are, we can say. fours

(1) the tunda-

mentals of a.rt and of poetry (questions of rational psychology which, if ep1.ste
mologica1, are considered by

~Wr1tain

to be

metap~sical

questions); (2) the

psychology of the poet. .his creative process in its cognitional aspects; (3)
the work itself; (L) general truths philosophical, psychological, or religious,
made to star.,d as premises for deductions.

When Maritain does arrive at the wor

itself it is not to consider it 1n its own specific structure, but to place it
as a focal point in the reader's mind to which he b to relaU! data suppUed by
a coneideration of the other three terms.
would illustrate this.

The three essays in

~

!!!2

Poetry

Marita1n usually provides biographical data out of

which emerge characteristics which belong to the art1st and to his art.

In

Chagall's painting he discovers the painter's humility, cheer, and Jewish spiri
in Rouault he discevers a patient courage. in Severini probity.

<Xl the other

nand, he supports and elaborates comments b.r references to aesthetic premises

("In every canvas of Houau1t, the forms fill out the spa.ce • • • ")27 or to
those of some other discipline (the "dark night" of moral theology is applied
by

analogy to Rouau1t).

26

Ibid.. p. 102.
27.!£!2.., p. 28.
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Marltain usually develope his analyses by a dialectic built on pairs of
terms, the quality of the artist umer discussion being a power of synthesizing
the opposing elements, 1.£ he is great, or a failure to do so, if he is mistaken.
In the apace of one page28 Maritaln has Chagall renewed by remaining hasel! J
abstract, but Lot cerebral; possessed of an ingenious technique which does not
harm but results from his alert sensibility; rediscovering mediaeval inspira-

tion by betng more Jewish

t~

ever.

The thesis of Maritain's more important essq' on Rouault" for the Pocket
Librag of Great Art, is thus stated 1

tiThe point I

sh~ld

like to make deals

with the 8Upertor power of vital synthesis-triumphing over the contrasting requirements and contrasting dangers which the creative mind meets--an outstandin
example of which is offered us by Rouault. 1I29 This gradual triumph is a proces
seen as a Itblossoming forth of the spiritual energies of an. tt30 It is th1.s
process which Maritain traces,

t~

his essq" beginning with Rouaultts firs

synthesis, the "reconciliation of revolutionary search and continuity with tradition. 1t

This first synthesis occasions or is occasioned by a d1scussion. of

influences on Rouault.

The second syntheSiS:

"a vital unity between poetry

craftsmanship," or, in terms of Maritain's own aesthetio, between creative emotion and the working reason.

The third synthesis is again established between

two ot kritaints key terms:

Rouault sustains the proper union between the

creative self and the reality of things.

Wbat tollows from this premise is a

28~., p. 20.
29J. Maritain, Georges Rouault (New York:
Inc., 1954), opposite plate 3.
30Ibid ., below plate 2.

Harry N. Abrams and Pocket Book

&
detailed critique which is typical of Maritatn' s method of development by polarities:

Rouault is humble, because he is obedient to things; and bold, be-

cause he is assertive of sell'.

He is realistic because he fills things with

their proper being; yet his objects are at the same time full of signs and
dreams.

He 1s attached to the so11, and lives on spirit.

He captures the es-

entials, and is abstract.
The fourth synthesis brings Mari taln to the wounci which has made Rouault's
art great:

previous achievements have enabled him. to progress through a dark

night (the prime incentive during which was hope for man) and to emerge with an
art stroog enough "to assume without bending a heavy burden of humanity."

That

is, his art can now express the tremendous sp1ritual grf3atness aocumulated by
his sufferings.
FtnallY, Marit&Ln pOints to specific groups of works or single works to
illustrate the ascent to light revealed by liouault's art, emphasizing the
characteristics of his religious paintings.

The essay is patently as muoh an

essay on aesthetics as on the work of Rouault.

But it is Coleridgean not

onlT

in this general sense-both speak of poetry and poet interchangeably} it 1s so
because both theorists develop their remarks by seeking and describing syntheses
established by the poet.

Paragraphs are engendered by

~esthetio

terms, and

developed by the suggestion of extremes which the poet avolds and yet captures.
There is usually a specific direction in which his essays move.

In

Rouaul-G it is the religious suffering in humanity which marks him) Maritaln
shows how Rouault gained the power to express this.

In each artist he seeks

this central experience of reality, the poetic intuition out of which the works
spring.

There is, in fact, a central theory immanent in Marltain's critical

judgements which corresponds to the central intuition he seeks behind every
poet-IS work.

(Intolerant of attenuated analyses, we profit by remembering the

bases they have in his own philosoplV', for we thereby leam sanething of his
phil080ph~'

at least.)

This central theory is, again, that of poetic knowledge.

In fact, the self-thing nature of poetic knowledge accounts for the greater
part of at least two major aspects of :vlar1t&in's critical remarks.
(1) It leads to h1s interpretation .of the progress of

art,

through hist<»;r.

Marltain reads the history of art as a gradual revelation of the artist's self.
Because it is the

~rti8tts

creative subjectivity which makes art possible

(poetry, which is the germ of art, is the intercommunication of things and the
self, and the two mingle when the self is connaturalized with the being of
things, when the self 'is deepened,. matured,

80

as to be able to "suffer"

reality), a revelation of self and thing i.e inevitable wherever there is art.
Art can be distinguished, then, by reference to the amount of self-concern it
reveals.

Though there are differences between the Chinese and the Indian,

Oriental art shows a radical difference from Occidental a.rt because the Orientals attended to things rather than to the person working with things.)l Thi8
Western cmcem with person and the personality was provoked by the Incarnation
and the dogm:::. of the Trlnity.

The permeation of our art with individualism is

-especially manifest since the Renaissance, and even more markedly manifest SinCE
the German ranantic movement, Baldelaire, and the poetic experiments ot the

late nineteenth century. This is because of the realization of the creativity
of self, or the Person,· revealed d1vinely in the Trinity, humanly' in art.

3~itain, Creative Intuition, chapter I.

Though he is concerned with it as it affects art, Marit&in considers that the
acceleration of self-consciousness, reflexivity, a prise de conscience, is a
characteristic of our world.

"All the great forms of progress of the modem

age, be it a question of art, of soience, of

phtlosop~,

of poetr,r,

or

the

spiritual life itself, seem largely to exhibit this growth of self-eonse1ousnel!!!!
this awareness. n32
The extensive oonsideration which Maritain gives modern

books is engendered by this same concept.
oured of self and the discovery of his

art throughout his

The modern artbt has become enam-

own spiritual powers. He has been en-

abled by his discovery to make great advances lr. art, and has been exposed. to
great dangers.

His advances required first of all a Willingness to surrender

the logical sense in favor of the poetic sense.

Unfortunately, the

rei~lng

concept of the intellect was Cartesian, and tlUa rejection of that clear, conceptual kind of content held in the logical sense led the artists to believe
they were non-intellectual or irrational.

A broader, truer picture of the

nature of the intellect would have enabled them to distinguish between the
supra-rational logic of the poet and the anti-rational meanderings of such
movements as that of the Dadaists.

But this awareness of its own needs and na-

ture did lead to freedan fran ant1.qu.a.ted forms and from crusted language patterns.

It also made possible the spectacular failures of those Who fell tnto selfworshIp.

<"It 115 the whole drama of the modem world that Dosto1.evsky gathers

into Kirilov's poor roam:

the h1stor.r of the conquest of ase1tas,

32Maritain, Theonas, p. 225.
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through Self. n )33

Insisting on the absolute priority of self, modem art for-

gets the thing, the object, thus tending to Narcissism, desiring to provide the
self with a mirror.

But the poetic intuition has caught the self only' as it is

inextrioably bound with the existential aspects of a thing, and to substitute
the ego for this creative self 1s to destroy' poetry.

The kind of egotism the

artist is tempted to experience when he realizes his powers of transforming
reality leads him to the apotheosis of art and to Prometheism and to the belief
that art 1s exclusively a form of knowledge.
exaggerated surrealisms.

Henoe the proud gnostioism of

The best single desoription of this temptation which

Maritain offers is contained in a K!!1Yoo Review article (L,
"Poetry's Dark Night."

145-159)

entitled

The theological analogue in the title is used to de-

scribe the moo ern (since Baudelaire and Rimbaud) poet's temptation to disengage
poetry from its natural 11ne of making, to make it become pure knowing.

The

result is "Angelism," a blunder which is one extreme--the other is materialism
or naturali8Jll--Which :Ma.ritatn's self-thing theOl"y avoids.
The tendency to reject beauty for knowledge 1s due to the discovery of the
roots of poetry and the creative power of the self which exists therein.

If

that power is willed for its own sake, rather than for the sake of the artifact,
the making of whioh will alone bring the poetic vision into focus, the artist
will lose sight of himself as well as the thing.
known only when the another is

This is because the self is

known. As regards beauty, it is not the ooj60t,

not a thing like some Platcnic ideal, but an attribute of all beings.
cannot proouce an attribute of a being unless he produces the being.

33Maritain, ~

!!!!! Poetry.

p. 56.

But one
In this
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case the being will be the end of the process, the beauty ot the being merely
the attendant cnthe end, or the end beyond the

end.34

Modern poetry has some-

times surrendered making to knowing, and has thereby surrendered beauty; it
desired to reproduce the intuition but not the object ccntained within it.

For

example, a modern poet will desire to chant words in such a way as to hold his
faculties at the heart of the initial experience.
work-making activity to actuallze it.

But the intuition needs a

The language of·the surrealists exists

in a state of potency, actually incapable of the discovery of self beCause it
has rejected the another.

The modern artist gropes and rejects until he reaches

the void; this he foolishly calls the infinite.

In its presence he is an angel.

But it is only "the natural voLd of the human intellect when uninvaded by the
other.,,35
(2) It makes him seek in each work of art for the "wound" out of which it

sprang.

This "wound" is the result of the peculiar impact made by reality on

tbe subjectivity of the artist.
Mar ita in applies to philosophers:

(This is a concept parallel to that which
every philosopher suffers some primary in-

tuition out of which his philosophy springs.
the intuition of being.)

F07

Maritain himself, it would be

In the case of Dante, for example, it is Beatrice.

And the feeling that every great poet has • • • of a certain would which
has set free in him the ereative source, and has separated him trom other
men • • • is carried in Dante to the point of a perfect1\v clear awm.~eness.
He knows his wound and believes it; and cherishes it • • • (And) this

trauma, penetrating to the very center of too powers of the spirit, has
made of his relation to Beatrice the unshakeable personal truth on which

34Marltain, Creative Intuition, p. 167.
35Ma.rltaln,.

~ !!!!! Poetry, p. 71.
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his poetic intuitivity will live, the nest of his creative emotion, the
basic belief through which all the realities of the visible and the invisible world will awaken his creative 8ubjectlvity.36
Similarly, a poem of Donnets exists b.Y virtue

of

the author's experience of

"some incomprehensible contrast-poisonous mlneral.. and. !!J tt and one of Blake's
by a similar contrast between "dust of pride and Gerl's glory.tt31 It is in
reaching this ultimate intultim, the secret of the artifact before him, that
the reader finds the greatest value of art, and the c'!"itic his appointed task.
The Art and Morality Problem
As James Collins pointed out in an article in Commonweal magazine,3 8
"Maritain occupies a lofty but lonely prominence in aesthetics.

Catholic

thinkers have done little to exploit his suggestions about art, beauty and
poetic experience. If The aspect which has been exploited most frequently is that
of morality. We might, as a second aspect of the relationship of art to audience, sketch

!~itain's

theory of the relationship between artistic and moral

values and reveal, incidentally, three examples of the kind of desultory treatment hitherto accorded it by Catholic thinkers.
The problem of art and morality involves a question of the relationship of
the two values in the work itself, not the comparative worth of the two.

(There

is no art-morality problem, of course, for those who identifY morality and art
by subsuming one in the other, by making morality a branch of aesthetics or the

36 Maritain, Creative Intuition, p. 371.

37~., p. 363.
38Commonweal, LX (June 11, 1954), 249.
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reverse.)

The critic has the right to wear the mask of the ethic ian ooly if

moral values essentially affect, because they effect, the critical object; if
the values.are distinct in the work a confusion of the two roles results in a
rather common schizoid criticism which both obscures the work of art and makes
a glutton of morality.
Maritain believes that the citerta of morality do not identit,y the value
of a work of

art, but that there are some ways, though not in the order of

formsl causality, in which weak moral values harm art.

By specifying those

ways, he properly locates and clarifies the problem and suggests its solution.
First, with regard to art considered in itself.
Maritain at least three distinctions.

Here one mst allow

(1) ilve can speak of art in itself, though

it exists as a quality of a human subject, just as we can speak of soul in itself, though it is substantially united with body.

We can mean, by art, either

the work-making activity of the intellect or the artU'act.

(2) The mind is

capable of working in two different lI'a)"s-focused on its own good and the
achievement thereof (knowing, the perfection of the mowing power), and focused
on the good of the object in the making of it (acting, specU'ically, acting so
as to make a thing).

Here it my be objected that no one uses art except for

the sake of his awn proper good, pleasure, for example.
point.

The point is that once he begins to work, his mind

ing to the good of the object which he has chosen to
alone.

But this is not the

make,

!!

capable

~

at.tend-

and to that. good

There is here no implication that the mind, because it is capable of

working in this way, must work this way.

A person can refuse to travel to New

York; he must, if he chooses to go there for pleasure or education, move in its
direction, not in the direction of New Orleans.

ene of the most COlllllon experi-
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encee of life (in thi.e day of do-it-yourself euburbanism especially) is offered.
by .Ma.ritain to il.l.ustrate this power of the intellect to focus on the good of
the object:

egotism ceases on the threshold of the workehop or the studl0 • .39

This 1s the most important premise in Mar1tain's theory of art, determining his
definition of art as a virtue of the practical intellect concerned witll the undeviating determination of the wark to be done.
Finally', (.3) one must admit that the good of the work is not the good of
the artist.

Once again 'we muet refrain from identifying, by qualifying, terms.

The artist identifies the good of the work with his own good, or makes it a
means to his

~

good; but the two goods are formally dietinct.

The movement

of the artist away from the supreme Goed through moral disorder does not make

the poem any the les8 beautiful.

It may J and probably will, but essentially

does not, any more than does the artist's 10SB of wages affects his conception
of the reqUirements of a painting for a precise amount of chrome yellow in a
given area.

To reject these distinctions is to deny that the intellect can

fWlction in any way apart from the will.
With Maritain the evaluattoo of art and morality does not result in the
comparison of artifact and human being, but of two different conditions

wit~in

man, one his relatiooship with his own good and ultimately with the supreme
Good, the other his relatlonshlp with the good of the work.

Those who compare

a neuter artifact with a human being are wont to shrug orf the art-morality
problem, for 1t is obvious to them which is the more valuable object.
of fire, one would save the child, not the statue of the child.

--

.39Maritaln, Art and Scholasticism, p. 6.

In case

But this
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rather glib solution depends on the obliteration of necessary distinctions, and
turns from art as making to art as artifact.
Regarding the second major term of Maritain's aesthetic--poetry--the moral
problem does not alst.

First, because we deal here with knowledge-experience,

not activity, judgement, choice.
relationship.

And knowledge, tor Maritaln, 15 of being, not

"Creative innocence is in no way moral innocence.

have bldicated above, of an ontologie, not a moral nature.

It is, as I

It has essentially

to do with the lntu1tim of the poet, not with his loves.,,40 Second, the creative intuition takes place at a point in the soul where all its powers are
brought into unity, not opPOSition. 4l
Even a theoretical consideration of art, however, would not be complete i f

we did not cms1der its state of exlst.ence.

Its existence in the human order

exposes it to morality in such a way as to be essentially affected, if not
essentially comprised, by it.

Because it is of the human order it 1s subject

to the guide of the human order-prudence.

And the use of prudence as a means

to achieve an end higher than that of art gives it a right to control art.
"Because it is in man and because its good 1s not the good of man, art is subject in its exercise to a control from without, imposed in thft name of a higher
end, the very beatitude

or

the lb1.ng creature in whom it resides.,,42

Thi.s

"control from without" can originate from any source which has as its em the
protection of human beatitude.

Hence the artist, on this principle, can control

4°Maritain, Creative Intuition, p. 374.

-

41rbid.. p. 375.
42Maritain, "Art and Il'Jorality,"

~ !!!!! Scholasticism, p. 59.
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the exercise of his art, and so also can the Church, and possibly- the state.
(Naturally, these latter two agencies control the artifact, not the exercise of
the virtue of art.)

Public cmtrol is, however, no more able to gO'lern art's

essential good than is private.

Both can decide 'Whether art is to be allo1¥8d,

but the work, once permitted, must dete:nnine its own direction.
The existence of art in the human order determines a second relationship
between it and morality.

All the stuff of the artist's mind becomes for him

the farms by which the ontological significances of things are conveyed; hence
these forms are subject to morality to the extent to which immorality causes
decay in that stuff.

"To the extent to which moral defonn1ty always involves

sOlIe ontologic defect, some naught, there will be, if the things in question,
the poet's intellectual and moral supply, are ccrroded by such naught, some lack
or deficiency in their new nature as forms of the revelation of being through

creative emotion. n43

But these

are onlY "comparative tmperfectians" and can

exist, and usuallY do exist, without marring the poetic purity of the intuitiona1
knowledge.

And this because of a principle important to Maritain's theory:

the

metaphysical order does not dominate the human order:
In the things of this world • • • truth, beauty, goodness, etc., are aspects of being distinct ace ardin, to their formal reason and what is true
Sim£l1citer (speaking absolutely may be
or beautilUl only secundum(in a certain relation • • • what is eautifui sl!pticlter may be
~ or true only secundum g,uid • • • • .For this reason beauty J truth and
goodness (moral good) command distinct spheres of human activity, and it
would be fooliSh to deny !. priori that they may possibly confUct, on the
pretext that transcendentals are indissolubly bound to one another. As a
principle at. metaphysics this is perfectly true, but it needs to be prope~
underst~od. 44

ghod

({Uk

43Marltatn, Creative Intuition, p. 375.
44Marltain,

~ ~ Scholasticism, note 65.
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We shall see that this is the premise which Vietor Hamm implicitly attacked in
his opposition to Marita1n, and that it is the premise which unites Wimsatt's
position on art and morality with Mar1tain's.
The art-morality problem is made peculiarly difficult fer the great artist
by virtue of the fact that art, 1f to any extent it engenders in beauty, 18 a
habit intrinsically nobler than prudence.

Because a transcendental cannot be

used for anything (beauty is useless) it Is an end in itself.

Hence a concem

for the bsautiful approximates an acti.on to that of a speculative virtue.
the moral virtues are

.ans,

and

But

art, by virtue of its concern with what is an

end in itselt, ls ht.gher in the metapJvsical order than prudence. 45

But, again,

the metaphysical order does not dominate the human order, and art remains subservient from certain points of view to the human agency of wh1.ch it ls a
quality or product.
Imorality cannot make art bad in lts essence, but it is intrinsically related to art through the artist, through the efficient cause.
tion (frequently ewerlooked because fer Maritain art is

2£. the

!:!!. the

Here a distincartist, a quality

artist) can be made between principal agent and instrumental cause:

ls the instrument
the artist uses to achieve his end.
,

art

And because the good of

the end is higher than 'the good of the means, the "virtue of art is instrumentally subordinate to the soul which acts by means of 1t.,,46 A proper understanding of this distinction is helpful because it gives us furt.her terms by
which to dlstinguish (1) art itself from the artist and thereby (2) the ends of

45~., note 156.
46Ibid., p. 103.
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art from the artist's ends.

The first distinction reveals that what the artist \

can do 1s choose to practice or not to praotioe the virtue of art; this is his
prerogative aA principal agent.

Becaa'"Je prudenoe (the power by which man moves

in the line of his awn good) governs the entire realm of action, and because
making is a kirid of action (produotive aotion), the artist 1s, during the workmaking acttv1ty of art, aware of two ends:

the proper end of aotion (his human

good), and the proper end Qf the productive action in which he 1s engaged (the
gocxl of the work being produced).
must choose one or the other.

!! there

is a confliot between these ends he

If he chooses prudently, then he steps out of the

line of making, simply because he is no longer moving toward the good of the
work.

Needless to say, the truly great artist will be suffioiently strong to

create an art. the demands of whioh will lie directly in the line of the artist's
proper gooc!.

Yet he has no prerogative aver the instrument in itself, whioh is

concerned in its design with the work to be done.

An artist can decide to paint

or not to paint; once he chooses to paint he moves into the realm of the demands
of the instrumental cause, demands which he oan no more change than he can the
design of brushes which are uniquely adapted to a specific task.
The second d1.stinctiCll speciticall.y reminds us that art must have, by
virtue of its instrumental nature, a human end as well as an end Jroper to itself',

the artist manages to attain, in making use of art without violating its

natural demands for freedom, his own ends, much as an artist, by employing a
brush in the way demanded by the wc:rk, does by that very fact create a work
which he desires to bring him fame, to decorate a chapel, or the like.
These distinctions are preoisely what those who identify art and morality
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in too intimate a way refuse to make.

argument on the efficient cause
art is the product

or

acter of human nature.

or

Victcr Hamm,47 for example, focuses his

art.

In

summary,

he argues that since all

human agency, it must all be informed by the moral charThus he ignores Ilaritain's distinction between the good

of the subject and the formal good of the work

or

art) hence he believes he is

refuting Maritain's set of values when he is onlY refusing Maritain's distinctions.

Hamm goes so far as to say, commenting on Maritain's analytical separa-

tim of the prudent man as such and the artist as such, "show me a

t prudent

man

as such. I "48

If one ignores the fact that his own proper ends are not the con-

stant concern

or

his int.ellect, any demand for artistic ends not immediateq

translatable into human terms becomes a kind
evaluation based on the good

or

or

impertinence.

Moreover, any

the work rather than on the human values in-

volved seems to be an attack on huma.n values.

Hence much of Hamm t s article is

a fervent plea far the superiority of moral over artistic values by virtue of
the human soul out of which both spring.
ority.

Maritain would not deny this superi-

For him as well as for Hamm the ultimate judgement must be based on the

artist as the human principal agent of art, but Maritain does not therefore feel
required to ignore the fact that good art can be made by bad humans.
Thus Hamm's argument is, in relation to Maritaints, not so much refutable
as irrelevant.

Hamm argues that the artistic act (in l1terature at least-Hamm

conceives of literature as essentially an expression of human nature) is moral
because it is free and cooscious.

If it is unconsciOUS, or inspired, the artist

47Vlctor Hamm, "Literature and Morality," Thought, 15 (1940), 268-280.

-

48 Ib1d ., p. 269.
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would still be able to close his mind to it.
and artist because the

essentially moral.

essentlal~

Therefore one cannot separate man

human nature of the artistic act makes it

Again, Marttain would agree, though he would deny the im-

plication that artistic and maral values are perforce the same.

It is a fact,

Maritain would i.ns1st, that although the soul is one (the beart of Hamm's
thesis) its operations can be diverse in nature and ends.
with Hamm' 8 Arnoldian use of the term moral:

Nor would he agree

if a value i8 human it is moral-

a rose provides us With moral truth when it suggests the transience of life.
In a sense this makes Hamm a less demanding moralist than Maritain, because
Maritain belleves that subjectivity (human nature therefore) 1s involved in all
art, not

on~

what Hamm calls literature.

The failure to realize these same distinctions relevant to the artist accounts, Marttain points out, for the type of false freedom espoused by those of
the &rt-for-art' s-eake persuasion.

(There is another type of false freedom, on

already described, not relevant to the morality problem-it is the attempt to
make art free from all material conditions by making it tree from all matter.
Hence art 1s materially destroyed in a way, however, not moral but ontological:
being itself 1s set aside in favor of the void.)

The art-for-art t s-sakist8

llterally identify the virtue of art, which should be made use of by the artist,
with the artist, forgetting that it is a quality of his tntellect which is instrumentally subordinate to him and will therefore as inevitably be an expression of him as a brush conducts the impress of the workman's mind.

It is true

that man can choose to make the end of art his end, and this 1s 'What he does
when he uses art morally.
own ends.

He wills the good of the work in order to achieve hi

There is then no conflict between the demands of the artist and thos
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of art.

To reverse this ldenttfication is to make l'l8n an instrument of his own

quality.

And hence there is no way in which art can be made subordtnate to the

higher ends of the artist, simply because the two are identified:
art is, and is the only, end of the artist.

the end of

When this is established, the

measure of morality becomes the success with which he achieves that end-the
work to be made becomes an absolute, the rules of making it well becane the
criteria of morality.

Yan

suffe~s

idolatry; he has made a means an end.

But

whel} the good of the art becomes the good of man, instead of a means to it, he
is destroyed not only morally, but integrally as well.

The art-for-art' s-sakis

says "that the man who is also an artist ought to be an artist only-and therefore ought not to be a man.
be no artist:

But,'· Maritain adds, "if there is no man there can

by devouring humanity, art destroys itseU."49 Maritain implies

throughout his criticism that the energy far this kind of idolatry, though it
depends for its exercise on an unwillingness to allow a proper distinction between art as instrument and man as agent, originates 1n the belief that the
artist is not merely making a thing, but literally creating; modern artists have
thought to eliminate material conditions from art as well as the human ends for
which it exists so as to warrant themselves makers of pure intellectual forms t·
or makers out of nothing.
Distinctions pertinent to the efficient cause of art explain the presence
throughout Marltain's writing of two seemingly opposed principles.

It is with

regard to the degree of autooomy demanded by the instrumental cause (the brush t s
demand to be a brush before it is a tool) that !&aritain argues to the effect

49Maritain, "Art and Morality," ~~ ScholastiCism, p. 99.
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that, as Wilde put it, "The tact of a man being a po:lsoner is nothing against
his prose."

But to say that art 1s not in itself harmed by iDmora1ity, because

its formal object (good of work) 1s as removed from that of the artist (good of
human nature) as the exigencies of the brush are, in view of a particular work
to be done, from the spiritual exigencies of the man, is to speak of essences.
But art does not ex1.st in itself; it eXists in man, of whom it is a qua1i.ty or
power.

With regard to the agent, then, the principle which governs Maritaints

discussion 1s operatio s5u1tur!!!!.

"Art being of man, who should it not

depend upon the moods of the subject in which it is situate? They do not constitute i.t, but they determine its expression.n)O The "cc:mditions" of the subject determine art in two

wa,..a

(1) extrinSically, through subjective causalitYJ

because if the agent is bad the work will ultimately be affected.

"By protect-

ing his humanity, it (morality) indirectly' protects his art as well.

For how-

ever beautiful it may be in other respects, the work of art always ends by betraying with infallible cunning the vices of the workman.,,51 And Marltain
quotes Baudelaire:

ttExcess1ve specialization of a faculty ends in nothing. n '2

(2) Intrinsically, through material causality, by destroying the very stuff
which art needs in its work making.

Morality "takes its roots in the whole

reality. of which it manifests a certain order of laws} not to aclmowledge it is
to d1minish the real and so to impoverish the .terials of art. n53

50Ibid ., p. 78.
51Ibid., p. 118.

-

52~., p. 99.

53~., p. 78.
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In these two ways--extrinsically and intrlnsically-evlls not properly
moral also enter art.

J4~or

example, the cult of the artist as hero results when

the ego is substituted for the creative self so that the artist is unable to
determine undeviatingly the work simply because of the warp which a movement
toward the good of the self rather than the good of the work will demand.

Or,

through material causality, moral pedantry can destroy art because it distorts
reality in the name of pre-conceptions and hence destrqys the matter of art.
In these two ways, also, virtues not specifically artistic enter art.
Maritaint s discussion of Christian art is illuminating.

B.1 such art

Here

he does no

mean ecclesiastical art which, because its object is the making of works with
certain functions, is ccncemed with works which can be made in only certain
ways.

Hence a specification of art is necessary if the art is to be good.

By

Christian art Maritain means simply art "bearing on the face of it the charact

o:r

Christi8n1ty.,,54 This art is free from any specifying object.

If the artis

is Christian his art, which reveals the artist's subjectivity, will reveal his
Christianity.

It is the direction of the artistts will and the content of the

artist's soul which affect the work so as to make it Christian.

"For the virtu

of art which directly affects and controls it presupposes the rectification of
the appetite so far as the beauty of the work is concerned.

And if the beauty

of the work is Christian, it 1s because the appetite of the artist is rectified
in regard to such a beauty, and because Christ is present in the soul of the
artist by love.",5

On condition, then, that the artist and the Christian are

54Mar itain, "Christian Art," ~ ~ Scholasticism, p. 53.

55~., p. 55.
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one in intention, so that there arises no oonflict in regard to the work-making
aotivity itself,. the art w111 be Chrlstian because of the freedom and docillty
Christianity gives the artist in the faoe of reality, whioh the Christian loves,

and because of the beauty he oan find because of his possession of grace.

Be-

oause it is through these two ways--subjective and material

not

oausality~d

through formal or final oausality that Christianity affeots art, the analogical
prinoiples of Maritaints theory are as applicable to Christian as to all other

Because the first effeot of morality on art is extrinSiC,
never

serious~

damage art:

~orality

may

the lives of the great ones are not often edifying.

Even the intrinsic effect immorality will have on art need not be vital, not
ooly because it is only Heventual,lI but because it may affect only a portion of

reality.

The point is that the materials of

not annihilated.

art are "impoverished," they are

We must recall here that Maritain separates the moral and

ontological omers:

moral decay

~

to wound the being of things, but in

practioe this wound will not make poetry impure. 56 Maritain offers no theoretical denial of what is certain:

great art exists which is not eooeerned. with

that part of reaUty which would be most diminished by immorality:

the beautie

of the moral virtues, for example.

This is also the argument, based

ultimate~

on the separation of the moral

and ontological orders, of W. K. Wimsatt Jr.,51 whose separation of poetic and

56y.ritain, Creative Intuition, p. 315.

51\~.

K. Wimsatt, Jr., "Poetry and Morale:

XXIII (June, 19h8), 281-299.

a Relation Reargued," Thought,
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moral values is similar to Maritain' 31

both believe these values are distinct;

both believe that a successful union of them would make for the highest art,
but that there 1s reality which is not distinctly morally determined, which may
in fact, be immorally determined, suitable for great, if not the greatest, art.
Wimsatt's example exemplifies this argument:

Ant09l

~

CleOpatra is a beauti-

ful play, made so by a celebration of actions which are morally evil.

But be-

cause these actioos are chosen by the characters as good, and because they are
celebrated by the poet as good, and because in reality values and feelings resulting from the same actions would be those of the play, the play is true and
therefore good.

The premises of Wimsatt's argument:

(1) evil 1.8 chosen under

the guise of good (Maritain points out58 the error of believing evil can creat~
(2) that which 1s true is ontologically good even though, in the order of
morality, it may not be the good appropriate to the situation.
Maritain:

So With

beauty is the ontological splendor of the true, and one need not

1dentUy, in the human oreier, the true and the morally good.
What differences exist between Marita1n and Wimsatt seem to originate,
fundamentally, because of a difference in orientation:

for Wimsatt the meaning

of the poem exists in the mind of the reader as he takes it from the poem,
whereas for Maritain the meaning exists in the mind of the reader as he takes
it from the m1M of the poet through the poem.

The latter concern is what

Wimsatt would consider the intentional fallacy, although it is founded on what
might be considered the authority of critical instinct--one naturally recognize
the voice of the author when he hears it and so ident1fies It--and in Marlt&in t

--

58.ua.rit.&in, Art and Scholasticism, note 134b.

theory;

subjectivity is revealed by objectivity, the poet by the poem, because

it is by means of the tmpact of reality on the self that creation begins.
Wimsatt's emphasi.s on the absolute autonomy of the work tends to exclude that
which, for Maritain, the work must reveal:

qualities of the author's self.

Indeed, fer Maritain our understanding of the 'Work is 1.ncreased by a thorough
knowledge of the author's intent.
Perhaps the basic agreements in premises and conclusions between W1msatt
and Maritain would be more obvious did Wimsatt not treat Maritain carelessly.

This carelessness is indicated in his article cited, where he takes a passage
quoted from !.1aritain ont of context.

In "An Essay

00

Art," in

~ ~

Scholas-

ticism, from ,,,,bieh the passage is taken,

~Aa.ritain

false freedoms claimed by some artists:

freedom from matter, and freedom from

any human ends.

is refuting two kinds of

This second freedom, claimed by the art-for-art t s-sake group,

is being described in the very paragraph which Wimsatt chooses to make represen

the affirmation of Maritain's own theory.

Thus Wimsatt places Marltain among

the adherents of a theory which Maritain himself calls "singularly specious."
We can note, however, that Marttain, in discussing the essence of art, and

stressing its autooOlIG" in it,s proper, formal demands, frequently speaks in much
the same way as he does in this paragraph, though Wimsatt'. misreading is nonetheless unfortunate in the cast it gives to Maritain's theory.

We must note t

that Wimsatt's misunderstanding of Maritaints real theses is still evident in

-

this article as revised for The Verbal Icon where Wimsatt corrects his earlier

-

error, only to insist that the distorted conclusion resulting from it is valid
anyway.
Fiflally, to reverse our point of view, to ask how art affects the artist,

is not to change the terms of the argument,

art affects its efficient cause in

a way analogous to that of a moral virtue (hence the moral tene of the artist),
demanding sacrifice, purity, and obedience to its own best ends which, however,
because they are not the ends of the artist, avail him nothing in the line of
his awn good.

"The painter may damn himself, painting doesn't care a straw, if

the fire where he bums bakes a beautiful stained-glass w1ndow."59

However,

just as art is affected. through subjective and mater1al causality, so its

'

demands on the artlst tend thereby to create strength in him (an ability to
suffer and to overcome matter, far example) by which he 1s the mere readily'
prepared to determine his spiritual direction.
of the spirit he is prepared

By this conditioning to things

tar the life of grace and the Spirit. Indeed, art

goes directly' to God, not as man's end, but as the source of beauty.

The prob-

lem of the artist is that of recognizing he is where his own good l18s. 6O
Distinctions and pluralistic evaluations must also be permitted when we
consider art as it affects its audience & we can judge a work in moral terms 1f
we please, or we can judge it in artistic terms; to judge it morally 1.s not to
judge it artistically.

This premise, invalid as we have seen far those who

identUy the formal good 01' art and the formal gocxi of man, and who deny the
intellect's power of making a "ark without reference to the moral condition of
itself as agent for the wark, will be equally' invalid for those who define art
as a cOJIIBunicatioo of human truths.

The morality problem, for ooe whose coo-

59J. Maritaln, Art and Faith, trans. John Coleman (New York:
Library, 1948), p. 90.6Oibid., p. 97.

Philosophical
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ception

of art 1s that of communication, will be centered

011

the audience.

Thus we might consider here the argument of Father A. Little, S. J.,61 who has
attempted the most extensive rebuttal of MBritaints position.

Father Little

believe3 that the aim of significant art (by "significant" art Father Little
_ans that art which bas not only a beautiful tom, like an amphora, which is
its intrinsic beauty, but which means something to the beholder) is to provide

man with the self-knowledge requisite for morality, and that it always represents the laws of human nature involved by means of emotions; hence it invariably arouses desires in the audience which, because they move c.ne toward or
away from his proper ends, must make art a moral act.

To the extent that the

laws of human nature are distorted, art must fall short. of its aim.

ment has two major premises.
its moral effects.

His argu-

(1) Art is. an act of the moral order because of

This, Little qualifies, only makes art subject to a second

moral code-it does not yet ldentify moral and artistic values.

Maritaln would

reject this first premise asa definition of the moral nature of art on two
baseSt

(a) art is not an act of a moral order because the sphere

Df

making is

an amoral sphere, concerned only with the good of the object; (b) the emotion
by means of whioh the poetic sense is calveyad is not brute emotion, a.wakening

dlrective passions, but intentlmal emotion, a mode of knowing.

Yet, because

art is accompanied by emotional effects, Little's observation helps us to

understand the source of the moral aspect of art's effects on the audience.
(2) Art, in its effect, 18 necessarily moral by intention, as well as

61A • Little, S. J.,
Longmans, Green, 1946).

!!!!. Nature 2! Art,

or,

!!!!

Shield of Pallas (Landau
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means, and fails as art to the degree to which it fails moral.l.y.

This follOW'S

from Little's definition of art as "the communication of experience signlficant
of nature in.lts specific nObillty. ft 62 Art alms at the spiritual good of man
and fails to the extent to which l.t causes moral, spiritual (the terms are used

synonymously) harm.

In other words, man chooses the activity involved in art

for the sake of his own good; if the activity does not lead to his own good, it
18 therefore not good activity.

This is, once more, an argument which excludes

the distinction between the ends of the artist and the end of the artistic activity as such.

Maritain would agree that the artist must not harm himself,

but he would also insist on the special exigencies of the work.

Little, of

course, cannot accept the distinction between proper good of art and that of
artist because in his definition of art as the communication of man's good they
are the same.

The opposition between Maritain and Little can be reconciled not

in the area of the morality problem, but in that of the nature of art itself,
because both of their solutions are logical deductions from their definitions
of art.

Little opposes 63 what he identifies as Maritaints theory with three arguments.

(1) A work's intrinsic beauty cannot explain the intensity of our re-

action to great art.

(2) It cannot explain the nature of our reaction.

()

It

cannot explain how a work can be beautiful which, by its very nature, appears
uglY.

These are refutations aimed at a theory which is not Maritain's.

of all, for Marlta1n all things!!!!!!..

62~., p. 247.
63~., esp. chaptef III.

When he argues that beauty 1s

First

intJ.·~

:·')3ic
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to an artifact, he is not admiring the proportion of its contours alone, he is
admiring the ontological secret of the thing--dynamiC, not static, transcendent,
not merely individual_

Little's interpretation is inexplicabl¥ tangential to

Maritain's oentral theses on the intellectual nature of art and the transcendent
implioations ot any beautiful Object.

For Maritain the world does exist in a

grain of sand; the amphora by its very form has meaning, and Maritat.n would not
recognize Little IS 11miting term, "significant art, ft because all art is charged
with being and therefore meaning.

tlA tatal detect of Marit.· j nt s theory is that

it cannot admit suggestiveness as an essential property of ~ kind of &rt. n64
This could not be further from the truth, unless one interprets liarltain in the
Most material way, ignoring his own statement that the beauty of a work of art
is not that of the object represented, but the beauty of the form which is made

to shine through that body_

The beautiful 1s not the type of specUic perfec-

timJ Maritain would shun this concept as pseudo-Platonic.
Nonetheless, an important l'ele-.,ant issue 1s explicitly treated by both
Maritain and Little which, because it exposes the heart of the art-morality
problem, should be described.

Little believes, with Marttain, that the virtue

of art 1s intellectual and that what tends to weaken the intellect will perforce weaken art.

Little opposes Maritain in beUeving that immorality will

ruin the intellect.

Here Little rejects the Aristotelian position upheld by

Marttain (and Wimsatt) that the defeat of the w1l1 in its proper human tendencies does not cause defeat of the intellect's calculation in establishing means
to the proper artistic ends-the good of the work.

&Ibide, p.

41.

The Aristotelian position
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i8 simple:

because the virtue of art is concerned with determining means in

regard to the good of a certain ncn-human end, the will's deviation from that
non-human end is the only pertinent consideration; its deviation from its human
end is irrelevant.

Little, on the other hand, because he identifies the IOOral

nature of man with his ontological integrity, and because he beUeves that the
function of significant art is to tell man of his spiritual greatness, argues
that "'whatever is good to the intellect 1s good to the will and vice versa;
truth and goodness in anything are exactly equal because they are identical.
And since there are only two spiritual faculties, intellect and Will, and the
good of one is the good of the other, it follows that an activity calculated to
harm man in one spiritual order cannot be good far him in another. n 6.S

creative process, even in its origins, is ruined by itml.orality.

So the

.Ma.r1.tain, as

we have seen, would not so identify the ontological and moral orders in speaking
of man's intellect.
In a sensti, Little'S solution to the morality problem in art 1s easier to
define than Maritain' s because it involves only one term, artistic and moral
values having become dependent, whereas for Maritain art's autonomy in the line
of its own good creates a kind of conflict between it and the demands of prudence.

Maritain's solution therefore requires an analysis of the effects of

art in relationship to the demands of prudence, and then an effort to properly
order the two values.
To establish the effects of art in the audience is, again more difficult
for Maritain than for Little, because for Little the work has as aim the pro-
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duction of effects, a belief which tends to validate a subjective or affective
rather than an always difficult Objective

ana~sls.

Hence Maritain is required

to distinguish between the intrinsic and the extrinsic ends of a work of art.
Both ends originate in the mind of the artist, but
be understood in terms of effects alone.

on~

the intrinsic end can

The extrinsic end is also given in

terms of effects, but because it is not the very nature of the object to function in such terms, one must refer to the author's intentions or the structure
of the work.

For example, a sign reading "No Smoking" has as its i.ntrinsic end

to inform people that smoking ill prohibited.

Its extrinsic end may be the pre-

vention of fire, cleanliness, health, or other Objects.

If the effects had on

a certain persOll are exclusively extrinsic to the work, no moral problem arises
because that person will have made use of the work for something removed from
its nature.

For Little such a distinction does not weigh.

But i f the work is

intr1nsical~

capable of creating dangerous effects in

its audience it can be controlled, not in its own !!!l: of working, but in its
freedom to work.

Thus the condemnatiort by the Church of certain works of art

as immoral is defended,66 not because they are bad art, or even because they
are

essentlal~

as thq are.

immoral-but because the audience is not trained to see them

Just

8S

the artist, as man, has the obligatioo to

making of art if it is not tending to his own good,

80

~ontrol

the

any authority whose

proper function is prudential has the right to protect its members from the
effects of art.

Moreover, the artist is himself responsible for the effects of

his work, for art can make man deviate from his proper ends not only in his

6~itain, ~~ Scholasticism, note 154.
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making of the work but in the use made of the work b.Y its audlence. 67

In sum-

mary, there 1sno way in which morality can force art to adopt moraUty's own

unique measure of good, because art's object is not maraUty's own; it can, because art's efficient cause is its awn, control the exercise of art, and this
under any one of three conditims:

(1) if the activity harms the artist; (2)

if the product by its intrinsic effect, harms the audience; (3) if the product
can be put to evil use, and is put to such a use by a majority of people.
Because all four theories mentimed in this fj)retch are based on fundamentally the same moral values, it is clear that complicatims are due to the
Hence the art-

diversity of directions inherent in premises and definitions.

morality problem serves as an example of the kind of intellectual Babel (one
gradually to be translated, we hope, by such work as that of the "Chicago
critics") created when one subject is discussed in the terms
ical vocabulary.

or

an alien crit-

Father Little, seeing art in terms of its effects on an audi-

ence, deduces his solution to the morality problem, as well as his definition
of art, from such a position.

His conclusions are much the same as, though his

premises are distinct from, Victor Hamm'~who,focusing' on the artist himself

and his integrity and unilateral faculties, has resolved the morality problem
in that area.

Wimsatt, closest to Maritain in this problem, argues in the line

of formal causality, hence reserving the integrity of the poetic object itself

as something distinct from its source or from its effects.

But aside from the basic divergencies in orientation exhibited by their
arguments, and their refusal to seriously consider each other's terms, there

67~., p. 59.
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appear certain differences of thear,y the clarification of which would Obvlate
much confusim.
Any critic of Maritain, first of all,

m~qt

decide whether or not an artlst

can (not !!!l) Bee and be regulated by and determine ends other than his own.
Can he discover goods which are not his own proper goods, or 1s his view absolutely unltary, encompassing inevitably and simultaneously ontological and moral
good?

In other words, is there psychological justification far the acting-

making distinction at the heart of Maritain's theory of art?

It the mind cannot

compartmentalize its working, a unitary, not a pluralistic, evaluation of art
is necessary.

An aspect of this question is that of the effect of immorality

on the artist as artist:

Is the power of intellect (on which, all agree, the

making of art depends) really harmed by the artist's immorality?
Secondly, one must understand the relationship between the transcendental
order and the human order.

The critic who desires a unitary evaluatim of art

and morality will tend, as Hamm and Little do, to fall back on the principle
that the transcendentals are really un\ted anyway.
his p08itim clear he may use the term

!2!:!!

If a critic fails to make

in such an- equivocal way that in

one paragraph lmmorali ty seems to refer to a contravening of, or a refusal to
cooperate with, the order of reality itself.
good.

Hence a work is poor which is not

Quite so.,hareas in another paragraph immorality seems to have specific

reference:

to reaUty as shaped or designed in the light of its ultimate rela-

tiooship to God.

Now it may be true that the second use of the term identifies

what is simply a more remote determination of reality than the first, but in
dealing with art, the existence of which depends on the knowledge and sensibility possessed b:r an author and his audience, such a simple identification of
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ontological and maral situations, and What the intellect may possibly know to
be the ultimate disposition of things and the way things are, is certainly not
helpful. To return to Wimsatt's example:

Antmy and Cleopatra may certainly be

said to dispose themselves immorally, both by their lust and by their suicides.
But

~e

cannot therefore condemn a playas evil, because it is actually a lyri-

cally beautiful celebration of the good, admittedly relative, found by the
lovers in their love and in their triumphant deaths, and because, if it is to be
condemned, it must be judged by data not inherent 1n the fabric of the play itself.
To do so would be to deny values which are universal, instinctive, and certainly the source of much great art.

The value of Maritain's explanatioo of the

relationship between artistic and moral values is that it is at once able to
comprehend both and at the same time so to distinguish between them as to deny
the nature of neither.

CHAPl'ER VI
CWCLUSION

.Maritain has written a major defense and explanation of that perenni.al
artistic theory which desires to hold man in eXistential, affective contact or
involvement with reality, be it nature or his own idealistic visions, which
insists on the creative nature of personality; which condemns mere logic i.n
thinking or in producing.

Originating in mediaeval sources, Maritain's theoriee

are profoundly colored b.Y modern experience.
It is this blending of ancient and modern which gives Maritain's writing
its appearance of perennial wisdom and omniscience.
effects support this appearance.

The reconciliations he

Modern idealism is reconciled with Thomistic

realism in his theory of connatural knowledge and the creativity of selt.
Bergs on ian and nineteenth century transcendentalism are reconciled with the
.scholastic tradition in his theory of beauty's transcendentality and being's
tendentialism. The reaction in favor of intl1ition, which is a result of his
being tutored by Bergson and Professor Driesch into an anti-"scientistic" concept of reason anc a feeling for organism, accounts far his deep i.nterest in
scholastic writings on mystical knowledge, an interest which, in turn, informs
his writing on art, often giVing it a mystical or theological turn.
Into the orbit of his principles are made to swing many testimonies taken
'from art and artists.
With slight but sUbtle alterations Maritain repeatedly fits traditional
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pronouncements about art (from the ancient Chinese to T. S. Eliot) into ht.s own
theory.

This at once gives to his theory an empirical strength and illllJJd.nates

the patterns of artistic evoluation and revolution. We are given, for example,
profound definitions of the distinctions between Indian and Chinese art, classi
and romantic-modern art, symbolism and surrealism, abstract painting and imag-

Lstic poetry.
If his key concepts-.the creative idea, with its creativity of self and
theory of self-reflexivity, art as a virtue of the practical intellect, the
transcendental nature of the beautiful, the nature of the lntellect and of intuition--are scholastic, they develop along roads designed by modern art. When
for example, Maritain writes of the musical or melodious nature of the initial
stages in which poetic intuition stirs the contents of the poet's spirit, we
realize he is stimulated by a notion beginning especially with Kant and
Schopenhauer and impregnating the work of the English romantics from
to Pater and WUde, and the French symbolists.
of Wilde's name in

~

!!!2. _Sc...h_o_la
........
st_i-.c....i_s_m

Col~r~ge

The frequency of the appearance

and the startling similarities between

Pater's writing and Maritaln's (note especially the latter half of Pater's
"Wincklemann" essay), as well as the marked preference tor data taken from
French

~olists,

indicates sufticiently well that Maritatn was prompted to

his revenge on the blasphemies of modern art by aestheticism itselt.
That his principles are relevant and valuable tor critics as well as
aesthetic tans is evident in his revelations

~bout

modern poetry--tor example,

its "angelism," its narcissism, and m&n1 qualities ot its fabric.

Indeed, so

constant is our awareness, especially in Creative Intuition, ot the applicabll1ty of his generalities to very particular works that we become by that fact

alone persuaded to believe in his accuracy.

It is, of course, necessary to

remember how self-llmiting is Ma.r1tain t s emphasis on the mysterious and supraconceptual nature of poetry.

But an aesthetic so well able to inclUde the best

that has been thought and said on the subject
serious attention.

or

art 1s itself deserving of
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